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Abstract

WARHOLS WAKE
Tiffany Gilliam
Thesis Chair: Dennis Cali, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Tyler
May 2019
The world of visual art has devolved into a commercial enterprise. Part of the decline in
visual art arises from artists' surrender to media environment influence, as an exploration
of the life and work of noteworthy artist Andy Warhol reveals. This study terms such
artist surrender Warhols Wake and elucidates its features. However, by examining,
through an interpretive biographic method, the life and work of 4 other artists who
responded to media environment influence differently, we gain insight into how creative
consciousness can gainfully resist Warhols Wake, in a move that Marshall McLuhan
calls "anti-environmental."
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Overview of Study: Rationale for study,
Statement of Research Question, Identification of Method, Chapter Outline
We live now in a new kind of world... But very few people dare look at the present. I don’t
think it comes easy to people, in any period. I’ve never heard of anybody except artists
who could do it. The artist does it because he’s prepared to use his senses as scientific
instruments, instead of just using them as pick-up devices for his own satisfaction. He is
engaged in a critique of satisfaction. He’s willing to put aside or reject all satisfaction in
order to discover, and probe. -Marshall McLuhan
The Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth, Texas, is a global museum where
visitors can view notable art of past and present. Daily, hundreds of visitors form a line
outside of the building well before its 10 a.m. opening. There are over 3,000 artworks in
the 150,000 square foot facility. Included in the museum’s art collection are famed Andy
Warhol screen prints. One visitor, while looking at a Warhol screen print titled Flowers,
enthusiastically proclaims to another, “These would make great backgrounds!” They
quickly pull out cell phones, pose in front of the Warhol screen print and take selfies,
pausing rarely to contemplate or discuss artwork at length.
Later that afternoon, guests make their way to the gift shop. Of the museum’s
150,000 square feet of floor space, only 55,000 square feet is used to display artwork
(personal communication, February 24, 2019). In addition to gallery space and a gift
shop, additional accommodations include a restaurant, full bar, and outdoor fountain.
While in the gift shop, guests peruse thousands of mass-produced products. These
products replicate artists’ images for commercial consumption. Beautiful but unnecessary
1

doo-dads surround the room. More time is spent in the gift shop searching for a perfect
souvenir than in front of artwork. This art-as-ornamental-frill, accompanied by visitor
comments about Warhol’s work, plainly exemplifies the inundation of commercialism
and consumerism encroaching upon the media environments of contemporary artists.
Art finds itself redefined through commercialism, piddling entertainment for the
masses. Public displays and merchandising of art comprise a media environment that
offers art via image replication. A veritable Disney World for art enthusiasts who desire
accessible entertainment above all else. In the Fort Worth Modern, consistent distraction
via entertainment options diverts the attention of museum visitors and artists alike. All
involved are affected by a media environmental influence that draws society away from
personal contemplation. Consequently, individual contributions are made irrelevant and
replaced with external, consumer-based entertainment.
The Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth, Texas, was established in 1901 as the
Carnegie Public Library and Art Gallery (Scheuber, 1928). The art gallery resided on the
second floor of a quiet brick and mortar library in downtown Fort Worth. The museum
and library were funded with a $50,000 donation given by Andrew Carnegie. This
businessman facilitated numerous libraries across America in hopes of encouraging
learning in approachable, welcoming environments (Scheuber, 1928).
Fine art was displayed on the second floor of the Carnegie library to expand to
Fort Worth’s culture beyond cattle sales (Scheuber, 1928). At that time, media
environmental influence promoted quiet, individual reflection. This milieu provided an
environment of uninterrupted contemplation and response to art (Scheuber, 1928). The
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Fort Worth Modern of 2018 contradicts the original building’s intentions (Scheuber,
1928). The history of the original museum illustrates opposing influences between past
and present media environments.
The evolution of the Fort Worth Modern from past to present displays antithetical
media environmental influences while also calling to question if the influences, over
time, clout the creative consciousness of artists. In fact, the history of this urban art
gallery reveals a correlation between artists and their media environments. Their ability
to realize creative consciousness is breached by burgeoning technological, industrial, and
consumer developments that occur over time. As a matter of fact, the works of notable
artists notoriously respond to environmental influence in ways that are both personal and
poignant. Considering this understanding, Warhols Wake probes dynamic artists of the
past to discover the influence of media environment on individual creative consciousness.
When it comes to fine art in the 21st century, many questions remain unanswered,
or what's more, unasked. The exponential increase of technology’s invasive presence in
media environments is palpable. What media environmental factors have disrupted
consciousness? What will foster creative consciousness? Inherent in Warhols Wake is a
study of the subjects’ relation to, and use of, technology. What cultivated their
consciousness, pushing their threshold toward and beyond limen, and what could we
learn from them? Answers to these questions might provide useful insight for art and
communication education.
To probe environmental influences, particularly technological ones, on creative
consciousness, Warhols Wake examines how artists respond to environments surrounding
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them. Biographies of five artists are studied: Wyndham Lewis (1882-1957), Robert Henri
(1865-1929), Marcel Duchamp (1887-1968), Edward Hopper (1882-1967), and Andy
Warhol (1928-1987). All artists experienced significant technological influence.
Furthermore, the artists’ lifetimes overlapped with several influential media ecologists,
including Marshall McLuhan (1911-1980), Neil Postman (1931-2003), Jacques Ellul
(1912-1994), and Lewis Mumford (1895-1990), all from whom this study draws.
Warhols Wake is a media-ecological study. In fact, prominent media ecologists
frequently referenced the importance of artists in their research. The work of notable
artists such as Wyndham Lewis, Andy Warhol, James Joyce, and Marcel Duchamp were
cited throughout numerous media-ecological studies. Despite the running thread of
obvious knowledge and keen awareness that permeated the Media Ecology field, prior
research failed to probe the influence of media environment on the creative consciousness
of notable artists. Accordingly, Warhols Wake poses the following research question:
RQ: How does media environment influence creative consciousness?
For this study, the term “media environment” is defined as the mass consumption
of art as commodity by consecutively saturating marketing appeals. Additionally,
Warhols Wake investigates technological developments that have led to
industrialization, commercialism, and consumerism that permeated media environment.
This research does not consider the term “media environment” to include anything
natural, unrefined, or untouched by man.
Conjointly, the media environmental influences discussed in Warhols Wake
include individual occurrences, or life events, that occur because of media
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environmental influence. Experiences such as estrangement, alienation, even murder,
aren’t typically thought of as “media”, but Warhols Wake argues that each event
becomes a medium of environmental influence. Thus, “media environment” gives
salience to technological media influence permeating individual consciousness.
The title Warhols Wake references James Joyce’s (1939) fiction novel Finnegans
Wake. Media Ecologist Marshall McLuhan, who will be discussed in subsequent
chapters, discusses Joyce and his writing in his book The Mechanical Bride (1967).
Although proper grammar requires an apostrophe in the title of Warhols Wake, this study
omits one in homage to McLuhan and Joyce. Finnegans Wake (1939) was known for an
experimental use of the English language, a creative stance that challenged significantly
artists, media ecologists, and communication scholars. Warhols Wake and Finnegans
Wake both take creative license and omit an apostrophe. In doing so, both works attempt
to challenge conventional assumptions. They both feature a cast of characters. Together,
they propose to offer insights on the creative process in Communication and Fine Art
fields. The Fine Art connections are made obvious throughout Warhols Wake, but there
are also Communication competencies inherent throughout the study. Media,
Environment, Communication, Media Ecology, and Art are all paramount to a thorough
investigation of media environmental influence on creative consciousness.
The media that inundates current environment is Communication normalized. To
probe media environment influence is to probe Communication influence. Message
senders and receivers abound on all fronts in a digital world. The world of
Communication is media-centric. The realm of Media Ecology explores the influence of
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a media-centric environment on consciousness. The province of art and artists
communicate environment with unique influence. When Communication, Media
Ecology, and Fine Art join forces in collaboration, the result is Warhols Wake. The
implications are destined to prove more impactful than if the fields were forced to
compartmentalize. In this way, Warhols Wake will take an “anti-environmental” stance
against the assumed expectations of scholarship.
A literature review investigating prior studies of media environmental influence
on creative consciousness follows in chapter 2. Such investigations support the
importance of research while revealing the gap within existing literature that
Warhols Wake can potentially fill. Warhols Wake will attempt to answer the Research
Question through a framework of 7 chapters.
A Table of Contents of the thesis follows below:
Chapter 1: Introduction and Overview of Study: Rationale for study, Statement of
Research Question, Identification of Method, Chapter Outline
Chapter 2: Literature Review
Chapter 3: Methodology
Chapter 4: Wyndham Lewis: Environment, Artistic Phase(s), Epiphany(ies), Analysis
Robert Henri: Environment, Artistic Phase(s), Epiphany(ies), Analysis
Chapter 5: Marcel Duchamp: Environment, Artistic Phase(s), Epiphany(ies), Analysis
Edward Hopper: Environment, Artistic Phase(s), Epiphany(ies), Analysis
Chapter 6: Andy Warhol: Environment, Artistic Phase(s), Epiphany(ies), Analysis
Chapter 7: Conclusion: Observations, Outcomes, Implications
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Media ecology is a burgeoning field within communication scholarship, and with
good reason. This growing body of literature points to specific environmental factors
that have resulted in specific changes in creative consciousness. In fact, environment is a
main theme of media-ecological research. Media ecologists explore, or probe, the effects
of media environment on consciousness. Warhols Wake contributes to preexisting
literature by extending media-ecological studies of consciousness to focus more
narrowly on a facet of consciousness: creative consciousness, or creativity.
Notable media ecologists have predicted the blurred lines between art, artists, and
commercial enterprise for decades. A canonical figure in media ecology, Marshall
McLuhan, based his primary investigations in “milieu”, or social environment.
McLuhan emphasized how media within environments affect creative consciousness
below:
All media work us over completely. They are so pervasive in their personal,
political, economic, aesthetic, psychological, moral, ethical, and social
consequences that they leave no part of us untouched, unaffected, unaltered.
The medium is the message. Any understanding of social and cultural change
is impossible without a knowledge of the way media work as environments.
(McLuhan, 2008)
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For McLuhan, the impact of media environment on creative consciousness followed
logically. In this respect, media ecologists investigated social environments, including
media, and scrutinized their impacts on consciousness.
McLuhan found a parallel function of creative consciousness in his book Through
the Vanishing Point (1969) as he explained that the primary function of creating art is to
“make tangible and subject to scrutiny the nameless psychic dimensions of new
experience” (1969, p.10, 28). One way to investigate waning creative consciousness is to
probe individual factors that shaped the communicative sensibilities of artists widely
celebrated for their consciousness-arousing work.
There are countless new experiences to investigate. Prevalent changes in culture
developed during the electronic age, where McLuhan watched society become a form of
information, thereby moved toward a technological extension of consciousness (1964).
As consciousness transitioned from internal to external, individual points of view became
rare. External media environmental disruptions distracted from personal response and
reflection. Loss of individuation remains a crucial concern for intact creative
consciousness.
McLuhan’s concern was a compelling part of the rationale for Warhols Wake. If
individuation obsolesces, succumbing to a technological extension of consciousness,
artists surrender their creative consciousness. Accordingly, McLuhan claimed a
significant role for artists that challenged the technological extensions of consciousness.
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He explained artists’ influence on culture as follows:
Art as radar acts as an ‘early alarm system,’ as it were, enabling us to discover
social and psychic targets in lots of time to prepare to cope with them. This
concept of the arts as prophetic contrasted with the popular idea of art as mere
self-expression. If an art is an ‘early warning system,’ to use a phrase from
World War II, when radar was new, art has the utmost relevance not only to
media study but to the development of media controls. (McLuhan, 1964)
McLuhan confidently declared the importance of involving artists and their work in the
study of media environmental influence.
Accordingly, McLuhan believed that willingness to contemplate what is
happening helped resist the inevitability of media environment disruption (1967). He also
believed that although the viewer may prefer to remain fixed in their old perceptual
attitudes, artists must experiment with new means of arranging experience (McLuhan,
1967). McLuhan understood that perception-sharpening artists could not go along with
currents and trends (1967). In his opinion, a strange bond existed among anti-social,
“anti-environment” types in their power to see environments as they really are (1960).
McLuhan clarified the necessity of an “anti-environmental” stance below:
Art as an anti-environment is an indispensable means of perception, for
environments, as such, are imperceptible. Their power to impose their ground
rules on our perceptual life is so complete that there is no scope for dialogue or
interface. Hence the need for art or anti-environments. (McLuhan, 1966)
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McLuhan, echoing Harold Innis, observed that the task of art is to correct the bias of
technological media (1960). Imposed rules for perception stifled individual creative
consciousness.
Neil Postman, who helped to popularize the field of media ecology, agreed with
McLuhan’s connection between environment and consciousness. In his book Teaching as
a Subversive Activity, Postman explained that human nervous system impressions come
from a human-built structure -- the environment itself (1972). Media environment
conveyed messages by controlling how those who participate perceive those messages;
environments built of packaged, presented, and most of all presumed, ideas (Postman,
1972). Postman also noted that conscious learners are perceptive, responsive, and enjoy
challenges, all with the confidence of a personal ability to learn (Postman, 1972). The
willingness to be challenged fell hand in hand with the ability to retain and protect
creative consciousness.
Postman and McLuhan, both depicted in the preceding examples, recognized a
disruption of social, even creative, consciousness. Postman spoke of a culture lacking
human perception (1972). As a result, people no longer talked to each other, but
entertained each other; culture exchanged images rather than ideas (Postman, 1972). He
claimed that people will adore technologies that undo their capacities to think (Postman,
1972). Postman and McLuhan represented a growing number of scholars who valued
perceptive art and cautioned against fragmented media environment surrender. Additional
scholars of the same accord will be introduced below.
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Technology critic and French sociologist Jacques Ellul researched media
environmental influence in his book The Technological Society (1964). Ellul cautioned
against the negative effects of media environment and suggested that society was limited
to leading a trivial existence in a technological civilization whose sole objectives were
greater adaptation and increasing success (1964). If artists adapted to media
environments that prioritized fiscal and material success, they contradicted the
“anti- environmental” stance McLuhan claimed necessary for true creative
consciousness.
Furthermore, Ellul explained that if taking a stand against these decided priorities
was not considered, the priorities would be transformed into inevitabilities (1964).
Thought and reflection continued to be rendered pointless by the actions and priorities of
modern men and women (Ellul, 1964). An extended discussion of media environmental
influence on creative consciousness, and how those ideas contribute to Warhols Wake,
follows below.
Media Environmental Influence on Creative Consciousness
Research on media environmental influence on creative consciousness will help
gain insight into environmental, consciousness-shaping experiences. Exploring media
environmental influence among celebrated artists can yield greater understanding of the
media-artist nexus. The insight could reveal new methodologies for Art and
Communication scholarship. Warhols Wake may illuminate the importance of creative
consciousness and individuation in the academic fields of art and communication.
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Art and communication education can be guided on how to help engender, encourage,
and celebrate creative consciousness.
American historian and philosopher of technology Lewis Mumford, who will be
discussed at length in the methodology section to follow, claimed that the task of the
artist was to remind people of their humanity as well as the promise of their creativity
(1952). In his book Art and Technics, Mumford warned that human emptiness was
prevalent in postmodern art, symptomatic of societal aimlessness (1952):
When art seems to be empty of meaning, as no doubt some of the abstract
painting of our own day actually does seem, what the painting says, indeed what
the artist is shrieking at the top of his voice, is that life has become empty of all
rational content and coherence, and that, in times like these, is far from a
meaningless statement. (Mumford, 1952)
In 1952, the year Mumford’s Art and Technics was published, Andy Warhol was a
35-year-old working artist in New York City. The meaninglessness in art that Mumford
expressed may surface in the results discovered through Warhols Wake. Through the
interpretive biographies found in the following chapters, Warhols Wake will reveal if
media environmental influence led to meaningless, valueless, and individuation-starved
artists.
Another example that supported Warhols Wake was media ecologist Lance
Strate’s (2008) scholarship that advocated for the causality between environment and
medium. The connection revealed itself via McLuhan in his article “Studying Media as
Media” (2008). Strate (2008) validated a connection when he explained the dictionary
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definition of the word medium as “environment”, which suggested a valid correlation
between media and environments.
For example, social media such as Instagram restructure social, physiological
and psychological differences. Focusing on media environment creates a foundation on
which to discuss and analyze the creative consciousness of artists. To study the influence
of media environment on creative consciousness is to investigate a smaller, focused
group that belongs to a larger demographic: the influence of media environment on
human consciousness in general. McLuhan also explained technology’s impact on
academic environments, which was another important milieu researched
within Warhols Wake:
Before the electric speed and total field, it was not obvious that the medium is the
message. The message, it seemed, was the "content," as people used to ask what a
painting was about. Yet they never thought to ask what a melody was about, nor
what a house or a dress was about. In such matters, people retained some sense of
the whole pattern, of form and function as a unity. But in the electric age this
integral idea of structure and configuration has become so prevalent that
educational theory has taken up the matter. (McLuhan, 1974, p.13)
Grounded on McLuhan’s assertion, technological environments introduced new
patterns of association (1964). Therefore, Warhols Wake extends McLuhan’s analysis by
exploring media environment influence on creative and other communicative
sensibilities. Following postmodern communication, electronic media now restructure
social interaction. Through media environments, local community is overtaken by a
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“global village”, a phenomenon coined by McLuhan that arguably, along with other
environmental disruptions, served as an impetus to creative consciousness. Media
environment influences the artistic, or creative, process.
Technological progress is largely positive, but sometimes negative environmental
implications go unnoticed, or worse, undiscussed. Countless hours of television, for
example, are viewed without question. This media prioritizes performance over ideas;
entertainment over intellect (Postman, 1972). McLuhan compared the content of media
like television to a raw piece of meat that attracted a watchdog to distract from reality;
The meat was just as real as the unnoticed robbery from which is distracted (McLuhan,
1964). The “raw piece of meat” represented a media environment that promoted advances
in human life, but precluded a possibility of growth (McLuhan, 1964). Media
environments of mechanization and technology constrained consciousness through
fragmenting thought and audiences. Would creative consciousness still be engendered
when disrupted by mechanical fragmentation?
A clear illustration of fragmentation within media environment was found in
communication professor Joshua Meyrowitz’ (1997) article “Shifting Worlds of
Strangers”. In the article, Meyrowitz quoted Harold Innis’ example of the mass printing
and distribution of the Bible. Innis suggested that increased access to literacy decreased
the power of the Catholic Church (Meyrowitz, 1997). This example demonstrated how
reproduction and mass distribution splintered the communal encounter of the text into
individual apprehension of it (Meyrowitz, 1997). Creative consciousness diminished as
more information, in this example, led to less power with less contribution.
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Ideas about the influence of media environment on creative consciousness are
prevalent throughout Media Ecology scholarship. However, similar ideas appear in the
academic fields of physics, physiology, and sociology. The revered genius Albert
Einstein (1946) carried hesitations about technological influence within media
environments. He predicted an absence of consciousness when he stated how the
“unleashed power of the atom has changed everything save our modes of thinking and we
thus drift toward unparalleled catastrophe” (Einstein, Telegram, 1946). He also believed
that it was a miracle that modern methods of instruction had not yet strangled the
curiosity of inquiry (Schlipp, 1949). To exceed humanity was to bypass creative
consciousness.
French philosopher Gabriel Marcel (2008) agreed that “popular press has by its
very nature a bias against reflection and stated that the development of communication
via media environment entailed a growing uniformity imposed upon our customs and
habits” (p. 64, 119). For both Einstein and Marcel, uniformity eliminated individuation,
which is a phenomenon that occurred exponentially in the fragmented modern milieu of
art.
The “growing uniformity” that Marcel spoke of found an example through literary
critic Walter Benjamin’s (2010) analysis of the changed experience of artists in modern
society. Benjamin (2010) stated that technical reproduction can put copies of originals
into places that “would be out of reach for the original itself” (p.13).
For example, does the physiological response to an image of the Mona Lisa
posted online match that of viewing the Mona Lisa in reality? Not in the very least; the
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two are separate and unequal responses. Online, the Mona Lisa morphs from individual
artwork to environment as image replication, vis a vis technology, saturates media
environment. The situations into which the product of mechanical reproduction can be
brought “may not touch the actual work of art, and the quality of its presence is always
depreciated” (Benjamin, p.14, 2010). Mechanical reproduction itself is media
environmental, drawing a viewer into an experience of art altogether different from that
which is induced when one encounters artwork unmediated. Does knowledge of the
media environment by which viewers observe art, disrupt creative consciousness?
If Meyrowitz, Ellul, Einstein, Marcel, McLuhan, and Postman’s observations held
true, media environments were tantamount to hyperreal environments within the fine art
world. Meyrowitz alleged that through media environment, images replicated until
originals ceased to exist. “The sight of immediate reality has become an orchid in the
land of technology”, wrote Benjamin (2010, p.35). Online posts of art, digitally
manipulated, are seen only by the artist. Some Instagram artists have millions of
followers of which a fraction view the art. This “environment” is no more than
“hyperreality”, a term coined by French cultural theorist Jean Baudrillard (1995).
For Baudrillard (1995), media environmental influence as Meyrowitz described it
meant that increased information was matched by decreased meaning. The blow to
creative consciousness was described by Baudrillard below:
And so, art is dead, not only because its critical transcendence is gone, but
because reality itself, entirely impregnated by an aesthetic which is inseparable
from its own structure, has been confused with its own image. Reality no longer
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has the time to take on the appearance of reality.
(Baudrillard, 1995)
In Baudrillard’s strong opinion, art died when creative consciousness did not take an
“anti-environmental” stance.
Baudrillard (1995) went on to say that happiness and fulfillment were sought
through the simulacra of media reality and avoided interaction with the real world.
Baudrillard's (1995) claims inferred that media environment disrupts individual, even
creative, consciousness. Due to the urgency of these claims, the research of individual
artists, along with their corresponding media environment, is a vital step in Warhols
Wake.
Professor Michael Grady (2006) explained in his article “Art and Consciousness”,
that meaning, even the existence of the individual, faded in the postmodern approach to
contemporary art. Like the art museum environment mentioned in the introduction of
Warhols Wake, consumerism and materialism infiltrated contemporary art milieu and
left no room for the creative consciousness that was historically present in art education
classes (Grady, 2006). For this reason, older methods of art critique and education that
don’t realize the significant influence of media environment within the fine art world are
increasingly incapable of adequately reflecting new cultural realities (Grady, 2006).
Societal changes due to media environment are relatively new, yet art education
methods remain largely unchanged.
British artist Roy Ascott (1994), in his article “Art, technology, and
consciousness” provided context for the influence of technology in artist consciousness:
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In the matter of art, it may seem obvious to assert their issues of consciousness are
at the top of the agenda today, and perverse to add that it is technology that
brought them there. Surely, it will be argued, art always has been centered on
conscious experience, and always concerned with sensation, perception, and
cognition. It has always dealt with what is seen, felt, and understood. At the same
time, many will find it difficult to see how technology, apparently cold and
alienating, could do anything to influence the subtlety of human sensibility and
vision that it demands...our processes of perception and cognition are undergoing
change and adaptation to the extent that what might be described as bionic faculty
of cyberception in emerging. And, “just as consciousness is superservient upon
the material substrate of the living body, so we can expect artificial life to be the
substrate for the emergence of artificial consciousness.” (Ascott, 1994, p.112)
The artificial consciousness Ascott described likely impeded human ability for
creative consciousness. Creative consciousness became external as visual stimulus
engulfed social culture.
Another instance of the undergoing social change mentioned by Ascott was
offered by theorist and philosopher Guy Debord (1983). He proposed that as life became
increasingly about products, the more disconnected, or “fragmented” as McLuhan
defined it, life developed into (Debord, 1983). Internal identity was replaced by external
products. (Debord, 1983). There was an isolating interaction between consciousness and
technology as technology allowed concrete life to degrade into a speculative milieu
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(Debord, 1983). External perception dimmed internal consciousness while cultivating
isolation via a sense of belonging that was hyperreal.
In his book, Society of the Spectacle, Debord (1983) explained:
The technology is based in isolation, and the technical process isolates in turn.
From the automobile to television, all the goods selected by the spectacular
system are also its weapons for a constant reinforcement of the conditions of
isolation on “lonely crowds.” ...the spectacle is the technical realization of the
exile of human powers into a beyond; it is separation perfected within the interior
of man. (Debord, 1983, p.28)
Debord’s “exile of human powers” aligned with Ascott’s concern for internal conception
and cognition (Debord, 1983). The foreseeable threat of “artificial consciousness” calls
for the study of creative consciousness. The notion that artists reflect, contribute to, and
respond to media environments becomes increasingly difficult to realize with
consciousness at risk. If art students remain unaware of environmental
-- including media-- influences upon creative consciousness, artistic “expression” will
continue to decline while external replication increases and normalizes.
With all these possibilities at the forefront of current media environment,
McLuhan (1997) asserted that the techniques of the arts provided the most valuable
means of insight into the real direction of our own collective purposes. However, the
validity his claim dissipated as creative consciousness surrendered to media
environment. A media environment of distraction, however entertaining, atrophied
conscious contemplation of artists who did not utilize an “anti-environmental” stance.
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For artists to be the social pioneers that media ecologists’ esteem, they cannot
“go along with currents and trends” (McLuhan, 1967, p.88).
Although artists are mentioned often in the Media Ecology field, they, nor the
environmental influences upon them, have been researched as a primary focus of
investigation through a media-ecological lens. No studies directly address creative
consciousness disruption during a time of immense media saturation in America.
Incongruities between the expectations of successful artists given by influential scholars,
and the reality of artist surrender today is present in existing literature. The discrepancies
between media ecological ideas of artists, and the reality of what current artists are, is
disparate and calls for further probing.
For this reason, Warhols Wake investigates the media-ecological ideas of the
artist’s role in society, with a specific focus on Andy Warhol. McLuhan illustrated the
usefulness of an “anti-environmental” stance through a metaphor. He explained that fish
know exactly nothing is water, since they have no “anti-environment” which would
enable them to perceive the element they live in (McLuhan & Fiore, 2003). Considering
his foresight, four other notable artists of the technological age will be probed. To
correctly perceive the environment Warhol lived in, Warhols Wake will compare the
media environmental influences of artists Wyndham Lewis, Robert Henri, Marcel
Duchamp, and Edward Hopper. A media-ecological perspective will illuminate the
disruption of media environment on creative consciousness.
What is learned through the study of media environmental influence on creative
consciousness could hold answers for current media impact. The results of Warhols Wake
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are potentially significant in the fields of Communication, Media Ecology, Fine Art, and
Art Education. Moreover, the results transcend the environments of education and fine
art. They could reveal a far-reaching grasp of implications ranging from the singular
individual to global society. In fact, this study has grown out of personal experiences as a
student of Mass Communication, Media Ecology, and Fine Art.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Past research has given light to media environmental disruption of consciousness.
Communication scholar Gregory Bateson (1973) spoke to this idea:
If a man achieves or suffers change in premises which are deeply embedded in his
mind, he will surely find that the results of that change will ramify throughout his
whole universe. (Bateson, 1973, p.336)
Bateson’s (1973) ideas, conjoined with discoveries found through the preceding literature
review, led to the following two methods of biographical research. The methods will act
jointly in Warhols Wake by illuminating disruptions in the media environments of artists,
emphasizing links between environment and consciousness.
The two methods or critical frameworks, described below, will be applied to
mine the technological, social, cultural, and artistic influences upon the creative
consciousness of selected artists. In doing so, Warhols Wake thus adopts a media
ecological perspective, whose chief concern is the interplay of environments, culture,
consciousness, and media/technology. The thesis also adapts Denzin’s framework of
interpretive biography --presented as four forms of epiphany -- and Mumford’s
framework of Three Phases of Artistic Development. The two frameworks are
described below.
Denzin’s 4 Forms of Epiphany
Norman K. Denzin’s interpretive biographical schema could provide a useful critical
framework for this research. His “four forms of epiphany” method relied upon subjective
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expressions of meaning given by the individuals being studied, these expressions being
windows into the inner life of the person (Denzin, 1989). Biographies and all pertinent
data will be collected to understand, with as much clarity as possible, the influence of
media environment on creative consciousness that yielded each of these epiphanies. In
Denzin’s system, pivotal meaning structure within a person’s experience
received attention:
this variant assumes the existence of a pivotal event in a person's life. It also
assumes that this event will be a pivotal meaning structure that organizes the other
activities in a person's life. This strategy involves studying how this event comes
to occupy a central place in a person's life. It then examines how the meanings of
this event change over time. It attempts to anchor the meanings of this event in
larger cultural settings, including the mass media, the popular culture, and
interacting groups. Epiphanies are interactional moments and experiences which
leave marks on people's lives. In them, personal character is manifested...Some
are ritualized; others are even routinized, as when a man daily betters and beats
his wife. Still others are totally emergent and unstructured, and the person enters
them with few if any prior understandings of what is going to happen.
(Denzin, 1989a, chapter 1, 7).
Denzin’s experiences were also called epiphanies, or moments of revelation in a
person's life. In an epiphany, individual character is revealed as a crisis or a significant
event is confronted and experienced. Students of the biographical method attempt to
“secure the meanings of epiphanies in the lives of the persons they study” (Denzin,
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1989b, p.7). Warhols Wake attempts to identify shared epiphanies amongst all researched
artists, to understand better how media environment influences creative consciousness.
Warhols Wake uses the four forms of the epiphany portion of this methodology.
The four forms are presented as individual experiences rather than progressive stages of
life. Overlap between forms can occur with or without one epiphany precipitating a
subsequent epiphany. The four forms were defined by Denzin as listed below. (Denzin,
1989a, p.71)
A.

Major epiphany: Major event, which touches every fabric of a person's life

B.

Cumulative epiphany: Cumulative or representative event, which signifies
eruptions or reactions to experiences which have been going on for a long period
of time

C.

Illuminative epiphany: Represents a problematic moment in a relationship or a
person's life.

D.

Re-lived Epiphany: Meanings are given through reliving of experience
A person has an individual life or a set of life-experiences that are completely

unique. A “life is lived on two levels”, termed by Denzin as “the surface and the deep”
(1986b, pp. 9–11; 1984a, pp. 80– 85). At the surface level, the person experiences what
he or she does in everyday doings, routines, and daily tasks. The second level is the deep
level, where the person is feeling a moral, sacred, inner self. This “deep, inner self may
only infrequently be shown to others” (Denzin, 1984a, p. 159). Warhols Wake proposes
that the deep, inner self of an artist is revealed through fully-realized creative
consciousness. It is assumed by users of the biographical method that the deep, inner life
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of the person can also be captured in an autobiographical or biographical document
(Denzin, 1989b). Art, as such, may be regarded as autobiographical.
Artists must connect lived experiences, and the epiphanies of life, to the groups
and social relationships shaping each person. This method is appropriate not just to
Warhols Wake, but as a communication framework. Communication and social science
scholar Gregory Bateson (1972) argued that epistemology was always and inevitably
personal. The point of a probe was always in the heart of the explorers when asking: what
is my answer to the question of the nature of knowing (Bateson, 1972). Bateson (1972)
also claimed that without context, words and actions had no meaning at all. The nature of
knowing required consciousness in both context and personal experience, which Warhols
Wake argues can be influenced by media environment.
The following are three examples of research that applied Denzin’s interpretive
biography methodology. They showed, respectively, how the method yielded insight into
culture and cognition and on how it can be applied collaboratively with
communication scholarship.
Interpretive Biography Research Examples
Language scholar Annette Henry (2015) wrote an interpretive biographical essay
on Stuart Hall, a leading cultural theorist. Henry began with a presumed western
childhood past of Hall, then quickly moved into explaining the importance and intention
of interpretative biography through history and memory. Like Henry’s study,
Warhols Wake will follow artist environments from childhood into adulthood, as well as
clearly stating a vested interest in the study due to personal life experience.
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Quantitative philosophy researcher E. Beverly Young (2012) completed an
interpretive biography study to buttress her research of adult transitional residents’
cognitive ability. Her use of IB research conveyed the importance of including individual
subject experience together with quantitative and qualitative research to present a
thorough dissertation. In like manner, Warhols Wake requires research involving detailed
collection of individual experiences to convey the same importance of collecting as much
data as possible.
Ruth Leitch (2006), from Queen's University Belfast, UK, utilized Denzin along
with other communication scholars to employ a creative biographical study on six female
school teachers. Leitch’s (2006) multidimensional study combined arts-based methods
with narrative inquiry to provoke subconscious, or unconscious responses. This method
allowed Leitch (2006) to connect with the teachers and their complex social and
institutional contexts. Similarly, Warhols Wake will construct a biographical study of five
artists.
Although Denzin placed epiphanies as central to his method of interpretive
biography, the three examples above failed to attend to the epiphanies in their application
of the method. Warhols Wake will afford epiphanies a more central role, as Denzin
intended.
Mumford’s 3 Phases of Artistic Development
Furthermore, Warhols Wake will utilize historian and sociologist Lewis
Mumford’s three stages of artistic development found in his book Art and Technics
(1952). Also known as a philosopher of technology, Mumford (1952) collected his
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lectures concerning significant changes in media environment. He defined the change as
“technics” while juxtaposing it with contemporaneous works of art, artists, and their use
of symbols.
Mumford (1952) clarified and organized society into two vastly different but
equally valuable approaches; art and technics. Mumford suggested an existence that
utilized what was valuable in both art and technics without sacrificing the importance of
either one (1952). Warhols Wake will utilize Mumford’s three phases of artistic
development manifested in the lives of five influential artists of the twentieth century.
See the three phases below:
A.

Self- enclosed/infantile phase: Self-identification, wholly immersed in a naive
interest in his own world. A fundamental self- preoccupation and
self-importance.

B.

Social/adolescent phase: When exhibition passes into communication through the
growth of consciousness, this phase is an effort not merely to attract attention but
to create something worthy of approval. No longer needing a mirror of vanity, the
second phase requires another pair of responsive eyes. This phase involves a
mystery-induced captivation -- significance that was not too obvious or easily
understood.

C.

Personal/mature phase: When the work of art itself becomes an individual force,
directly energizing and renewing those whom it met, even though they may have
been separated by time and space from the original culture, now vanished, or the
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original person, now dead. At this final stage the highest degree of individuation
produced widest range of universality. (Mumford, 1952, p.25)
Individuation sets people apart from each other, distinguishing clear individuality. By
developing the individual, universality is reached with the widest possible grasp. In full
maturity, which only great art reaches, artists sacrifice by moving away from the earlier
phases of art that are more decorative and pleasurable (Mumford, 1952).
In the third phase of artistic development, the artist embraces life to “reconcile its
tragic conditions and release its fullest potentialities” (Mumford, 1952, p.29). This could
be expressed only if the artist believed in the human person, “the inner life, the creative
moment that remained dominant and was carried over by older cultures that had
nourished the human spirit” (Mumford, 1952, p.8). Moreover, a recklessly overdeveloped
society has been damaging to the arts in that it is now “hostile to the needs of the whole
personality” (1952, p.30). This media environmental influence makes life difficult for
those attempting to alter their routine to develop further creative consciousness
(Mumford, 1952). Man has become a displaced person exiled in this new, mechanical
world (Mumford, 1952).
While Denzin’s epiphanies clearly identified critical moments and pinpointed
experiences with no reference as to when each happens in conjunction with the next,
Mumford’s phases provided a context or overall narrative within which epiphanies occur.
Each of Denzin’s epiphanies are placed in company with one of Mumford’s three stages
of development. In this way, Warhols Wake will utilize both methods to construct an
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interpretive biography about each artist. The detailed and comprehensive results will be
analyzed accordingly.
Much like human responses to different natural or social environments, responses
to media replication of art versus first-hand engagement with it manifests even
physiologically as rival environments engender different modes of consciousness. True
art viewing provokes undeniable physiological responses that do not translate, much less
occur, via social media screens. Considering these ideas, interpretive biographies of five
artists will demonstrate the presence of significant events or experiences that were liminal
points in the lives of the artists.
After reviewing the appropriate literature, Warhols Wake moves forward by
investigating the lives of Wyndham Lewis, Marcel Duchamp, Edward Hopper, and
Robert Henri. What are the thresholds these artists crossed that ultimately set them apart
as important, pivotal social contributors? Immediately following four interpretive
biographies, Warhols Wake will then focus, in more detail, on a fifth artist, Andy Warhol.
In contrast to the four artists who succeeded in cultivating interior consciousness,
Warhol’s media-influenced art and life are vibrant examples of external identity, creative
consciousness, and artist threshold atrophied by media environment influence.
As Warhols Wake will demonstrate in subsequent chapters, events sparked
epiphanies that do, in turn, shape artistic sensibilities. The five artists to be studied are
fleshed out further in successive chapters of Warhols Wake. Chapter 4 will explore media
environmental influences including social, technological, and cultural influences on the
creative consciousness of Wyndham Lewis and Robert Henri. In like manner, chapter 5
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will investigate influences in the lives of Edward Hopper and Marcel Duchamp. Chapter
6 will provide a detailed focus on Andy Warhol. Before Warhol’s interpretive biography,
artistic phases, and creative consciousness are discussed, the other four artists will be
analyzed to provide historical comparisons of fully-realized creative consciousness.
Epiphanies and phases will be identified during analysis of all interpretive biographies.
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Chapter 4
Wyndham Lewis, Robert Henri
Wyndham Lewis 1882-1957
“The artist is always engaged in writing a detailed history of the future because he is
the only person aware of the nature of the present.” -Wyndham Lewis
“The streets of a modern city are depressing. They are so aimless and so weak in their
lines and their masses, that the mind and senses jog on their way like passengers in
a train with blinds down in an overcrowded carriage.” -Wyndham Lewis
Percy Wyndham Lewis was supposedly born on a yacht off the coast of Nova
Scotia in 1882. His mother was a sixteen-year-old British girl, and his father was a Civil
War veteran known as Lord Mayor Charles Edward Lewis. (Okeeffe, 2011). Apart from
the names and ages of his parents, all other details remain riddled with ambiguity
(Okeeffe, 2011). For example, his yacht birth was proven no more than hearsay (Okeeffe,
2011). Lewis did not receive a birth certificate until much later in life (Okeeffe, 2011).
Thus, the circumstances of his birth were based solely upon his personal offerings: who,
where, when, why, and how were all questions he freely orchestrated, or manipulated, as
needed.
From the beginning, Lewis’ sense of identity and social foundation was uncertain.
A missing birth certificate created an intrinsic “anti-environmental” stance that allowed
Lewis to exist within environments with the perspective of an outsider. Lewis exhibited a
persona of mystery that enveloped the events of his life. His mysterious upbringing
established a willful, man-made personality of calculated indifference. Cavalier in his
acceptance of alienation, Lewis appropriated personal experience to gain insightful
perceptions.
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For a self-promoted personality clouded in intentional mystery, this advantageous
tall tale was the beginning of a man who preferred self- made narratives (Okeeffe, 2011).
Though he, in fact, was not born on a yacht, there was an electrical disturbance on the
day of Lewis’ birth (Okeeffe, 2011). A local newspaper claimed that the air was heavily
charged with electricity, which gave rise to Aurora Borealis visibility from Halifax, Nova
Scotia (Okeeffe, 2011.) This electrical disturbance was a visual, almost prophetic
representation of Lewis’ sharp critique of his media environment. When an electrical
disturbance combined with the sight of the Aurora Borealis, the result was an undeniable
harbinger of social impact in and through the creative presence of Wyndham Lewis.
Due to traumatic experiences in the Civil War, Lewis’ father could not work after
returning home (Okeeffe, 2011). He frequently recounted stories about his traumatic
Civil War experiences to his son Wyndham (Okeeffe, 2011). Lewis grew so accustomed
to those stories that when he was drafted by the military later in life the only possible
outcome in his mind was death (Okeeffe, 2011). This liminal phase of experience
between his father’s past and his own future altered the fundamental meaning structures
of his life (Denzin, 1989).
The traumatic Civil War retellings that Lewis heard throughout childhood
established an early awareness of some of the darkest aspects of the human condition
-- mortality and war. While most children experienced little more than the common
childhood practice of blissful ignorance, Lewis was forced to understand viscerally the
reality of human depravity at an early age. As a matter of fact, his very first drawings
were illustrations, creative interpretations, of the dark Civil War retellings. Mumford’s
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first phase of artistic development was present in Lewis’ self-enclosed, infantile
drawings. Lewis’ familiarity with consciousness-arousing topics of war and death
contributed to his acute awareness and astute understanding of humanity. These
experiences led to epiphanies that left marks throughout his lifetime.
Conjointly, a father’s opinion can carry significant influence in a son’s
convictions. While heavy and at times menacing, the influence of Lewis’ father revealed
itself first and foremost through his creative consciousness. Lewis utilized creativity as a
means of expression in response to the heavy-handed narratives of his childhood. Lewis’
first writings referenced his father in two of the main characters (Okeeffe, 2011). This
self-enclosed coping method used the traumatic stories he heard as inspiration for
creative consciousness. He continued to relive the epiphany of his father’s significance
through poetry, painting, and novels. Lewis was greatly affected by his father’s history as
it continued to weave itself throughout Lewis’ creative consciousness.
Lewis’ parents officially separated when his father, Charles, left his wife and
family for a housemaid (Okeeffe, 2011). The influence of Lewis’ father transcended the
horrific bedtime stories as human depravity was brought toward Lewis’ creative
consciousness through his father’s betrayal. His father’s infamy recurred in Lewis’ own
infidelities as both men were bigamists at some point in their lives (Okeeffe, 2011). Thus,
social infidelity was a re-lived experience that contributed significantly to Lewis’
rebellious persona.
Moreover, first-hand accounts of selfishness, power, and fear inundated his entire
media environment through war, industrialization, and fear. These events led to
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realizations, or epiphanies, that contributed to the work of a brutally honest, sarcastic
cynic who utilized creative consciousness to bring forth awareness of human depravity.
Lewis remained estranged from his father and lived in England with his mother,
Anne Stuart Prickett. He remained very close to her while he attended school (Okeeffe,
2011). While in England, Lewis frequently traveled Europe, which supported a consistent
“anti-environmental” perspective that influenced his art (Okeeffe, 2011). Throughout
adolescence, Lewis carried a persona of “rebel” that contributed to his coping
mechanisms of sarcasm, lewd behavior, and agnosticism (Okeeffe, 2011).
In 1899, Lewis attended Slade School of Fine Art in London, UK (Okeeffe,
2011). He was considerably younger than his classmates (Okeeffe, 2011). While at Slade,
the diversity of students that Lewis experienced caused him to begin questioning the
problem of ostracized races (Okeeffe, 2011). For example, his German classmates would
change the spelling of their last names, to divert attention away from themselves
(Okeeffe, 2011). While Lewis walked the halls of Slade, upon the hallway’s walls were
several artworks by tortured artist Augustus Johns (Okeeffe, 2011). He eventually met
Johns, the maker of the painting that adorned Slade’s walkways (Okeeffe, 2011). After
meeting Johns, Lewis attempted to draw artworks in a similar style, but was dissatisfied
with the outcome, and destroyed most of them (Okeeffe, 2011). An unsuccessful attempt
to recreate what Johns accomplished already was a transitional creative period in which
he discovered dissatisfaction with replicating the ideas and images of others.
Lewis endured significant experiences while he was in school. Through meeting
his classmates, all from differing media environmental influences, he had a realization
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about ostracized races and began to question the contentious, divisive existence that the
Civil War and World War I created (Okeeffe, 2011). To divert unwanted attention,
Lewis’ German classmates would change the spelling of their last names so that no one
would question or disapprove of them. Through intercultural, interpersonal relationships
with his classmates, Lewis realized that he disagreed with a media environment that
outfitted divisiveness (Okeeffe, 2011). During this time, war created division, an “us vs.
them” mentality that eliminated the idea of individuality and singular consciousness.
Lewis not only noticed this environment but was bothered by it. Due to his experiences
with alienation and abandonment, Lewis took effortlessly an “anti-environmental” stance.
Lewis toggled between drawing and painting while at Slade, but eventually settled
into poetry that was well-liked by his peers and professors (Okeeffe, 2011). This second
phase of artistic development was social, as he created something he believed to be
valuable enough gain attention and affirmation from his classmates and teachers. Johns
and Lewis became great friends, and John referred to his dear friend Lewis only as “the
poet” (Okeeffe, 2011). In his early twenties, Lewis traveled through Madrid, Munich and
Paris (Okeeffe, 2011). He continued to paint and stayed connected to Johns’ friendship
but was most interested in writing. His pieces were short, satirical observations that
became periodicals that progressed into sonnets, and eventually became novels of the
critical cultural variety (Okeeffe, 2011).
When Lewis was recruited in the First World War, he, due to experiencing his
father’s traumatic retellings of war, fully expected to die (Okeeffe, 2011). Initially
serving as a front-line artilleryman, he later transitioned to military employment as a war
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artist (Okeeffe, 2011). He was known to have said that his arms were better used for
creativity than shooting (Okeeffe, 2011). With the awareness of death at the forefront of
his mind, Lewis logically concluded that when drafted to the war, his death was the only
possible outcome. Rather than romanticizing or chivalrously championing his way
through the thought of being a war hero, he had a somber epiphany: Life is short, death is
coming (Okeeffe, 2011).
His psychological reaction to personal participation in WWI, decidedly a
“disturbance” to the young Lewis, along with the memories of his father’s Civil War
experience, established and nurtured a lifelong persona of rebellion against social
expectations of the time. Due to a combination of personal negative experiences during
war, and his father’s retelling of trauma, Lewis was decidedly and intentionally
“anti-environmental”.
An awareness of mortality influenced creative consciousness by encouraging
contemplation, purpose, and sense of self. Lewis was therefore not an external replicator
but an internal contemplator. Due to the internal leaning of his thoughts, his writings
spoke to the human condition; common experiences that united humanity. Though he did
not die in the war, his participation brought death to the forefront of his consciousness.
In his adult life, Lewis took offense when he was called anything other than
Wyndham Lewis, dropping “Percy” and allowing only close friends to call him
“Wyndham” (Okeeffe, 2011). He continued to progress in art through painting, gaining
acclaim for his fast-paced, intense, abstracted images of mechanism and industrialism
(Okeeffe, 2011). Lewis desired to unite social environments of past and present through
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painting and literature. The sharp, geometric coldness of technology integrated with the
communal social norms of the past created vorticism (Okeeffe, 2011). This method,
which Lewis was known for creating, challenged the creative consciousness of modern
artists. Though aware of the implications of media environmental influence, Lewis’
creative consciousness transcended the limitations of his personality and culture. The
symbols he represented were detached from his immediate life as an artist and brought
him to the third and final phase of artistic development (Mumford, 1952).
Lewis’ new painting style redefined modern art (Okeeffe, 2011). The creative
consciousness within Lewis made great strides from humble beginnings in occasional
prose writing, to an artist whose influential ideas demanded attention through paintings
and novels (Okeeffe, 2011).
Lastly, what began as self-enclosed stories to cope with childhood experiences
developed into poetry socially-accepted. His artistry eventually developed into notable
novels of cultural critique that took an “anti-environmental” stance (Okeeffe, 2011). He
created through different media from an individual point of view. He responded to media
environmental influences of war, betrayal, and division with an ever-developing,
ever-willing, robust display of creative consciousness. He unapologetically took an
“anti-environmental” stance against cultural expectations.
Robert Henri 1865-1929
“Do whatever you do intensely. The artist is the man who leaves the crowd
and goes pioneering. With him there is an idea which is his life.” -Robert Henri
“The work of the art student is no light matter. Few have the courage and stamina to see
it through. You have to make up your mind to be alone in many ways. We like sympathy
and we like to be in company. It is easier than going it alone. But alone one gets
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acquainted with himself, grows up and on, not stopping with the crowd. It costs to do
this. If you succeed somewhat you may have to pay for it as well as enjoy it all your life.”
-Robert Henri
Robert Henri Cozad was born in 1865, on Cincinnati, Ohio farmland (Perlman,
1991). His father was a real estate developer, which caused the entire family to move
often. When Henri was young, his father was involved in a conflict over land and cattle,
in which he murdered the person he was disputing (Perlman, 1991). The dispute led to
the entire family disassociating -- a “disturbance” to the whole family—who changed
their last names as they continually moved to new cities (Perlman, 1991).
When Henri’s father murdered another man, the consequences of the event
rippled throughout his entire life and identity. The safety and comfort of home was stolen
as his sense of normalcy was replaced with alienation and fragmentation. Because the
children and family were forced to live according to the decisions made by the parents a
revelation, or epiphany of uncontrollable external influence were present throughout
Henri’s life.
Though he stayed close to his mother, Henri’s family dissociation developed a
conscious desire and tendency to seek authority and control that lasted throughout his
life. His epiphany took an “anti-environmental” stance that publicly challenged his
environment.
At age 18, Henri moved with his mother to New York City, then Atlantic City,
then New Jersey (Perlman, 1991). In his first phase of artistic development, Henri began
painting during the fragmentation he endured in an effort cope with alienation due to his
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father’s indiscretions. To escape his environment, he turned to his creative consciousness
and made art (Perlman, 1991).
He attended art school in Philadelphia, where he actively and openly petitioned
for changes of existing curriculum and schedule (Perlman,1991). Henri’s mindset
revealed personal revelations about the ability to gain control of his life and environment.
Henri’s suggested changes increased creative consciousness within curricula that endured
well past his lifetime.
After graduating art school, he traveled to Paris, France (Perlman, 1991). While in
Paris he insightfully pursued interests outside of his own, and found his pre-existing
creative consciousness reinforced through the writings of Emerson, Whitman, and
Thoreau (Perlman, 1991). Through the second phase of artistic development, Henri was
encouraged to be more conscious by these brilliant minds of simplicity, taking a less
external approach of perception and existence. Their influence, along with his travels to
Paris, assisted Henri in awakening the fullness of his creative consciousness.
He later returned to Philadelphia where he utilized his understanding from
experiences overseas to teach art with a new perspective (Perlman, 1991). He gathered a
small following of students who discussed art and culture. They also read the writings of
Emerson, Whitman, and Thoreau (Perlman, 1991).
After gaining reputability in Philadelphia’s fine art milieu, Henri eventually
returned to New York, where a new American art gallery scene was blossoming
(Perlman, 1991). Comparable to his time in art school, Henri suggested gallery
improvements from lighting to exhibition selection (Perlman, 1991). His involvement in
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the art milieu was continual through participation in both solo and group shows, galleries,
jury membership at exhibitions, and teaching (Perlman, 1991). Additionally, while Henri
was involved in the New York art scene, he also suggested administrative changes
(Perlman, 1991).
These suggestions illuminated Henri’s distaste for environments that were forced
upon him and out of his control. The revelations hearkened back to his childhood, when
Henri was forced to dissociate all relationships of family and friends due to his father’s
crimes. Henri’s new persona circumvented his childhood identity by creating a new but
lasting, individuated perspective that transcended his lifetime. His name (whether it be
Robert Henry Cozad, Robert Henri, or cousin of Mary Cassatt) was not necessary for
perception and social contribution, but his individual ideas were.
To stir the pot in New York scene, Henri developed a standout art show titled
“The Eight” which led to the establishment of the Ashcan School (Perlman, 1991). The
show was conceived due to a conflict of interests: Henri knew the intentions of the jurors
at the Academy Art Exhibition and disagreed wholeheartedly with the way that “more
original artists” were treated (Perlman, 1991). This epiphany led him to withdraw his
paintings from consideration, and decided to create “The Eight” (Perlman, 1991). “The
Eight” was an alternative exhibition where artists seceded from the Academy and
developed true creative consciousness in paintings, rather than replicated academic
impressionism (Perlman, 1991). Due to Henri’s revelation, the goal of the show was to
provide a space in which art and artists were more conscious, realistic, and honest.
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Henri’s priorities were an “anti-environmental” stance against the academic expectations
of the time.
The Ashcan School provided an environment that prioritized consciousness and
individuation over academic goals (Perlman, 1991). Henri’s fragmented helplessness
turned to confident assurance when his creative consciousness, fully developed, answered
to media environment by championing a more conscious and perceptive option. His
individual stance within in a preexisting milieu was “anti-environmental”. Going against
current trends, as McLuhan (1967) suggested in his musings about the artists’ purpose
within society, and Henri met these qualifications. At the Ashcan school, artists were
awakened to their own experiences, which cultivated realistic and honest creative
consciousness. In the end, Henri’s individuality and influence facilitated countless
genuine portrayals of the human condition.
Additionally, The Ashcan School was motivated by the philosophies of writers as
well as playwrights (Perlman, 1991). Ashcan artists responded to these influences as they
portrayed real-life New York society while actively questioning the qualifications
required to show in modern art galleries (Perlman, 1991). The Ashcan school method of
developing creative consciousness through self-discovery was not a popular opinion, but
a rebellious public call to creative consciousness. The school transcended Henri’s identity
as he matured his methods from individual artist to individuated idea. Henri’s example
exemplifies Mumford’s third phase of artistic development.
To review, Robert Henri’s father was a murderer on the run (Perlman, 1991). A
transient adolescence and sense of alienation prompted Henri’s decision to follow his
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brother to Paris for the sake of escape, security, and family closeness (Perlman, 1991).
Henri later returned to America with revelations about the fine art environment in
America (Perlman, 1991). His intentional pursuit of true art, art value, and the politics of
art sales were, to say the least, progressive epiphanies at the time. Both Wyndham Lewis
and Robert Henri reached the third and final phase of artistic development. The clear-cut
significance of both artist’s lasting contributions to fine art are inarguable.
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Chapter 5
Edward Hopper, Marcel Duchamp
Edward Hopper 1882-1967
“Great art is the outward expression of an inner life in the artist, and this inner life
will result in his personal vision of the world.” -Edward Hopper
“The only quality that endures in art is a personal vision of the world.
Methods are transient: personality is enduring.” -Edward Hopper
A middle-class Dutch family in a shipbuilding town welcomed Edward Hopper to
the world in 1882 (Levin, 2007). His adolescence aligned with the invention of
long-distance phone calls; on the edge of industrialization, consumerism, and a new
technological society. During Hopper’s adolescence in the late 1800’s, society shifted
drastically from rural to industrial; from small towns to larger cities (Levin, 2007). This
widespread demographic shift cultivated a culture of alienation (Levin, 2007). A new
environment of industrialization led to urbanization that threatened consciousness.
Consequently, a working culture of mechanized professions was created. Individual
agricultural professionals became impersonal cogs of a larger process. Consequently,
long held beliefs and morals were inherently challenged.
Hopper’s artistic development was encouraged by his family, but he wanted to be
a nautical architect (Levin, 2007). He drew throughout his childhood and at age 10,
thanks to his mother’s encouragement, began to sign his own drawings (Levin, 2007). At
home, Hopper was constantly surrounded by women while his father was at work (Levin,
2007). He would often retreat to his room to draw alone (Levin, 2007). Due to the
significant presence of Hopper’s mother and her friends combined with the absence of his
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father, he grew up in a home that challenged the male superiority paradigm (Levin,
2007). With a strong mother, house full of women, and a meek, passive father, the
societal expectations of masculinity and the role of women were challenged (Levin,
2007).
Hopper challenged a paradigm of male superiority that he never saw, questioning
its validity. With no example of male confidence in Hopper’s life, he consistently
struggled with depression and timid uncertainty (Levin, 2007. These experiences, both
cumulative and re-lived, signified a deep revelation within Hopper. Where most had
friends or family they could bring sadness to, Hopper had introspection that took a turn
for the worst: depression (Levin, 2007).
Isolation and solitude were constant themes throughout Hopper’s life (Levin,
2007). Considering his father’s absence from the home due to work, Hopper, as the only
male, felt alienated from his mother and the other women that filled his home daily
(Levin, 2007). The media environmental influence of industrialization caused separation
and depression within the family dynamic. In this environment of fragmented solitude
there was no comradery, just quiet introspection. His father was a quiet man but did not
exhibit the quiet confidence of a strong family leader (Levin, 2007). In fact, he was meek,
unassuming, and filled with doubt (Levin, 2007). His mild demeanor juxtaposed against
the strong women that were in the house led Hopper to mentally challenge the male
superiority paradigm (Levin, 2007). An authoritative male presence was absent in his life.
This lack of strong male influence hounded his identity for the rest of his life (Levin,
2007).
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Nevertheless, Hopper’s father influenced his art (Levin, 2007). His father, Garret
Hopper, lived through the New York draft riots in the late 1800’s and spoke of vivid
memories from the Civil War (Levin, 2007). Hopper carried a fascination with American
history, curated by memories from his father (Levin, 2007). Self- enclosed Hopper drew a
soldier standing in front of Valley Forge with a bayonet at age 13, which exemplified the
first phase of artistic development. Later, Hopper drew his own illustrations for political
newspaper headlines (Levin, 2007). Cartoon-ish stereotypes littered Hopper’s adolescent
drawings that included immigration, religious denominational fragmentation, Chinese
men, and African subject matter (Levin, 2007). His second phase of artistic development
was social. Hopper was influenced by new media: comic style, photography rhetoric, and
humor frequently surfaced in his drawings (Levin, 2007).
When Hopper graduated high school, as much as his parents supported his
creativity, the encouragement was clouded by Hopper’s first-hand experience of his
father’s inability and past business failures (Levin, 2007). Considering those experiences,
Hopper decided to make a more profitable living painting advertisements as a
professional artist (Levin, 2007). An environment of advertising contributed further to
Hopper’s depression. At a time of extreme emotional depression, Hopper spent months in
front of a canvas deciding what to paint (Levin, 2007). Depression hindered Hopper’s
progress as an artist (Levin, 2007). He eventually moved to Greenwich Village in New
York City, where he stayed for the rest of his life (Levin, 2007). Hopper maintained an
inherited identity of failure, and the unpromising career of “artist”, regardless of the
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talent he possessed, was the beginning of a lifetime of frustration and depression (Levin,
2007).
Hopper eventually decided to attend the New York School of Illustrating, based
solely on paper advertisements the family received in the mail (Levin, 2007). With no
information on the quality of the professors or curriculum, he eventually pursued his art
education at The Chase School (Levin, 2007). This revelation of art school attendance
was based solely on paper advertisements, which illustrated a problematic theme of
isolation in Hopper’s life (Levin, 2007). Through media-environmental advertising,
Hopper utilized an outside perspective to pursue further development of his internal
creative consciousness. The fact that media environment influenced an isolated,
fragmented, alienated person like Hopper in such a provocative way speaks to the
importance of investigating media environmental influence today.
Initially, Hopper drew throughout his childhood, completely content in
Mumford’s self-identification phase of artistic development. Like Lewis, he interpreted
his father’s dramatic retelling of social conflict through drawings. In phase two of
Mumford’s phases of artistic development, Hopper’s creative interests transitioned as he
began to draw his own illustrations for political newspaper headlines. Hopper attracted
attention and gained approval, which is quite literally what newspaper headlines and
illustrations do. His second phase atrophied at entertainment and acceptance, but
individual creative consciousness must be pressed further to be fully realized.
During his third year at Chase, he met a substitute professor, Robert Henri. The
Chase School and Professor Henri held different teaching philosophies of art: Chase for
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art’s sake; Henri for life’s sake (Levin, 2007). Hopper blossomed under Henri’s influence
and began painting (Levin, 2007). Although he loved the idea of articulating the visible
masculinity of boxing through his art, he preferred to paint still images with less
movement (Levin, 2007). His timid demeanor could not help but reveal itself through
Hopper’s drawing preferences.
As Hopper’s art instructor, Henri praised “individual expression over technical
proficiency”, and spoke not only of art but of poetry, literature, and theatre
(Levin, 2007, p.41). Consequently, Hopper experienced an epiphany inspired by the
creative consciousness of author Walt Whitman (Levin, 2007). He explained that good art
should reflect Whitman's writing: “not just empty happenings, but deep, personal
thoughts and life experiences” (Levin, 2007, p.41). Hopper was more influenced by
Henri’s philosophy than his paintings (Levin, 2007). Hopper preferred to paint still, quiet
subject matter, which revealed his subconscious desire for stillness (Levin, 2007). His
creative consciousness prioritized a required space for contemplation; for response.
Hopper’s experiences with Henri revealed an eruption of an isolated mind
desiring individual creative consciousness; a lifetime of solidarity that culminated in the
communal pursuit of an “anti-environmental” stance that gave value to his unique
perceptions (Levin, 2007).
The influence of Henri along with other influential scholars led Hopper to relocate
to the art capital of the world: Paris, France (Levin, 2007). After several years in Paris,
Hopper was more confused than strengthened. There were now two conflicting ideas:
American art juxtaposed against the enticing history and majesty of French art (Levin,
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2007). He returned to America knowing that the economy was down, and his only
livelihood would be to revert to comics (Levin, 2007). This revelation exemplified the
influence of media environment on creative consciousness in that Hopper was forced
socially to pursue art through the medium that provided the most consistent income and
the least individuality.
Nevertheless, Hopper continued searching for his own voice and style. He was
repeatedly drawn to lone, isolated figures (Levin, 2007). In 1920, Hopper finally received
attention for his paintings of Paris, France (Levin, 2007). Ultimately Hopper came to be a
well-known, prominent American realist painter that painted solitary people in alienating,
highly man-made environments (Levin, 2007). See the 1942 painting Nighthawks.
Through his journey toward creative consciousness Hopper also found his wife, painter
Josephine Nivison Hopper (Levin, 2007). Jo Hopper was also a student of Robert Henri,
and the pair were married from 1924 until his death in 1967 (Levin, 2007).
Hopper was an American artist, once again born into the environment of modern
industrialization (Levin, 2007). His propensity for alienation and isolation appeared in
early childhood due to the influence of media environment within his family and home
environment (Levin, 2007). Hopper welcomed personal, pervasive themes of depressive
isolation in his paintings that are now recognized worldwide for their portrayal of lone
subjects in industrial environments (Levin, 2007). Hopper experienced overwhelming
success in the second half of his life, once he operated within Mumford’s third phase of
artistic development. He became known as a prominent American realist painter with an
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“anti-environmental” stance, painting solitary people in alienating, highly man-made
environments.
Hopper’s paintings were both personal and engaging. The relatable humanity
expressed through Hopper’s depressed, sympathetic paintings were outward expressions
of his individual pursuit of creative consciousness. Hopper embraced life and created
artwork that reconciled its tragic conditions in realizing its fullest potentialities
(Mumford, 1972). His paintings created, as Mumford described, universality through
individuation (Mumford, 1972). He received many accolades for his conscious paintings
that spoke of media environmental influence on the human condition (Levin, 2007). He
died in 1967, aged 84 (Levin, 2007).
Marcel Duchamp 1887-1968
“It is a matter of great indifference to me what criticism is printed in the papers and the
magazines. I am simply working out my own ideas in my own way.” -Marcel Duchamp
“Art is either plagiarism or revolution.” -Marcel Duchamp
In 1887, Henri Robert Marcel Duchamp was born into a family of artistic tradition
in Blainville- Crevon, France. Duchamp was one of six children, of whom four were
artists (Tomkins, 1996). Nonetheless, he forged his own, unexpected path. Straying from
traditional art was just the beginning of a lifetime spent forcing himself out of identities
he was unwillingly forced into. (Tomkins, 1996).
Six months before Duchamp was born, the family’s youngest daughter died of
croup as an infant (Tomkins, 1996). Duchamp’s mother, riddled with grief, clothed
Duchamp in dresses and cut his hair like a girl until he was four years old (Tomkins,
1996). The feminine wardrobe and hair allowed Duchamp’s mother to use him as a living
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mannequin for her grief, which devalued his identity early in life. Worthlessness
abounded as Duchamp was clothed in her mourning.
Duchamp grew up in solitude when his mother became deaf and coped with the
complex challenges of being deaf in one ear by isolating herself away from her family.
His existence was devalued further as his mother gave her attention to her favored two
youngest children. Duchamp spent time with his older sister Suzanne while they watched
their mother attend to the other children (Tomkins, 1996).
Duchamp was demeaned by his parental figures, which created a need for him to
determine an identity outside of culture and lineage. Although Duchamp decidedly
disliked his mother, he was influenced by her as he carried her persona of detachment in
his own identity. Due to his environment of rejection and alienation, a protective shield of
intentional indifference touched every fabric of his life. A revelation of man-made
identity permeated the rest of his lifetime.
When Duchamp was 10, he left home alone and made his way to The Lycee
Corneille school (Tomkins, 1996). He was not a trouble-making student and kept a low
profile at this school that focused on intellectual development (Tomkins, 1996). This
cognitive focus set the school apart from more standard English schools. One spring
Duchamp arrived home for Easter and investigated making art eagerly with several
different media: watercolor, wash drawing, and pencil (Tomkins, 1996). This time of
self-enclosed art making falls into Mumford’s first phase of artistic development.
During this time, Duchamp’s two older brothers were away for school and would
visit on the weekends (Tomkins, 1996). With the influence of his two older, artistic
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brothers, he left his family in 1904 to pursue art and live in the Montmartre artists’
quarter (Tomkins, 1996). The scholarly tradition that ran through his family was
challenged when he decided to stray from his assumed path of education to pursue art.
His upbringing was academic and intellectual (Tomkins, 1996). The themes of
disengagement portrayed earlier in Duchamp's life were realized fully with the decision
to separate further from his heritage.
After changing his trajectory toward art, Duchamp still felt the need to detach
further. This epiphany led to an intentional year away from art, in an “antienvironmental” stance, to gain perspective and a wider grasp of his creative
consciousness. Much like Robert Henri, he understood the expectations of fine art milieu,
but challenged them as he further pursued the idea of a highly-valued individual voice
and contribution.
Two short years later, Duchamp offered his service to the military and reported
for duty (Tomkins, 1996). A new law was passed that required all healthy French men to
enlist for two years (Tomkins, 1996). He worked to pursue a certification as a master
craftsman, and achieved his goal (Tomkins, 1996). An epiphany of detachment
materialized when Duchamp reported for military duty. He served only for a short time,
one year, then returned quickly to Paris (Tomkins, 1996). The closeness of war and the
mental implications of participating contributed to his fragmented persona. He challenged
continuously his social expectations.
Later, Duchamp was a magazine illustrator in France (Tomkins, 1996).
Magazines are public outlets that attract attention from society, which is a chief
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characteristic of the second phase of Mumford’s artistic development. At the time, several
successful image-humorists were at large (Tomkins, 1996). Due to the time in which the
artists’ of Warhols Wake lived, there is a repeated theme within their second phases of
artistic development. Duchamp, Hopper, Lewis, and Henri all arrived in some realm of
professional marketing and mass consumption during phase two. The implications of this
recurring theme within phase two will be discussed further in Chapter Seven.
Duchamp lived and worked in isolation until World War I, at which time he
moved to America, making friends through Robert Henri’s Armory Show (Tomkins,
1996). Duchamp spent his lifetime responding consciously to the disturbing experiences
of World War I. He painted one final painting with irony before giving up his talent as a
painter to pursue intellectualism (Tomkins, 1996). He then grew bored of art until cinema
came, with great movement, to inspire him (Tomkins, 1996).
Duchamp learned and investigated all the art trends of the time but saw little to no
value in subscribing to any of them (Tomkins, 1996). For the duration of his life he
traveled lightly, carrying little beyond basic needs. He did not support repetition. For
these reasons, he took an “anti-environmental” stance that consistently challenged social
norms.
The New York art scene was a welcomed friend to Duchamp’s innovative,
unabashedly anti-French, art perspective. He fought sharply for the integration of new
industrial environments and old feelings of rural community and changed the definition
of modern art along the way (Tomkins, 1996). Through his art, viewers were forced to
respond, investigate, and give attention to creative consciousness.
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Duchamp had every opportunity to follow his family’s artistic traditions, his
academic expectations, and the priorities of his nation along with the industrialism
celebrated therein. Nonetheless, he strayed from every prospect. After his intellectual and
academic upbringing, his foray into art was a step outside of his expected education
(Tomkins, 1996). After studying art, he detached himself entirely from art milieu for a
year (Tomkins, 1996).
He returned to the art world and transitioned into “readymade” works, for which
he is now famous (Tomkins, 1996). An individual point of view supplied perspective that
eventually, completely realigned definitions of fine art during his lifetime and beyond.
The thought of calling a urinal a work of art when represented in a gallery setting was
shocking, but Duchamp worked with shock to fight heartily for discussions about
intellectual ideas rather than empty paintings. If that notion sounds at all familiar, it might
be because Edward Hopper, Robert Henri, and Wyndham Lewis all shared similar
sensibilities.
As a matter of fact, Marshall McLuhan’s book The Mechanical Bride (1967) was
based on and inspired by a work of art Duchamp created in 1926 (Tomkins, 1996).
Indeed, the fact that McLuhan’s book was inspired by a work of art Duchamp created
speaks to Mumford’s third phase of artistic development. This prominent exchange of
thought proved Mumford’s idea that the highest degree of individuation produces the
widest range of universality (Mumford,1952). McLuhan's intellectual approach and
“anti-environmental” stance found congruence in the work of Duchamp. Throughout his
life, Duchamp constantly pursued growth by means of a fully present and conscious
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existence. He traveled, read, and experienced events that fostered active creative
consciousness.
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Chapter 6
Andy Warhol
“I love Los Angeles. I love Hollywood. They’re beautiful.
Everybody’s plastic, but I love plastic. I want to be plastic.” -Andy Warhol
“Isn’t it great to be fake?” -Andy Warhol

Andrew Warhola was born on August 6, 1928 in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
(Colacello, 2014). Warhol’s parents were working-class emigrants from Slovakia
(Colacello, 2014). He was born into a family of alien citizenship, which is a theme he
chose to allow into every fabric of his life and existence (Colacello, 2014). Throughout
his life, Warhol would offer that he was from various places (Colacello, 2014). He wasn’t
from any of them, but knew that mystery fueled curiosity (Colacello, 2014). In one
instance, Warhol stated that “he came from nowhere”, which alluded to his complex
Slovakian history (Colacello, 2014).
In fact, the geographic area of Warhol’s heritage systematically denied a distinct
nationality and identity of Slovakian people (Colacello, 2014). In this world of cultural
fragmentation, illiteracy was present as outsiders remained neighbors to outsiders
(Colacello, 2014). What seemed initially promising as an “anti-environmental” stance
stalled as Warhol’s commercial indulgence later allowed the media environment to lure
his interests into artistic atrophy as he succumbed to a permanent, unprogressive
inundation of milieu.
In all social circumstances, he was quick to admit his alienation, uniqueness, and
inability to be classified easily. The Warhola’s lived in Soho, a working-class
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neighborhood outside of Pittsburgh that was surrounded by steel mills (Colacello, 2014).
There was a large population of Eastern European immigrants, whose identities were
questioned when neighbors were asked not “where are you from?”, but “what are you?”
(Colacello, 2014) During Warhol’s childhood, the Great Depression hit and led to the
absence of his father from the home (Colacello, 2014). The hard-working man left for
months on end to work and provide for him family (Colacello, 2014). The children stayed
with their mother who was a quiet, habitually negative and depressed, unassuming
woman with a hobby of crafting (Colacello, 2014).
His father was away often, and his mother carried a consistent, unassuming
sadness (Colacello, 2014). The lack of a father’s influence contributed to Warhol’s
persona of “sissy”, a feeble boy that carried little emotional and physical strength. This
realization, nursed by his mother while he was at home, lasted a lifetime (Colacello,
2014). He always needed people around him; he needed assistance, he needed assurance.
Warhol was bedridden as a child due to Sydenham’s Chorea, a complication of
scarlet fever-- a physical “disturbance” that exerted an emotional toll as well. Through
this life event, he developed a fear of doctors and hospitals that continued into his adult
life (Colacello, 2014). In fact, this fear, among other traits, contributed to his early death
(Colacello, 2014). A theme that confirmed his persona of feeble uncertainty was
established through his childhood sickness. Warhol’s mother spent her days doting on his
every request (Colacello, 2014).
While bedridden at home, Warhol’s preferred avenue of escape was entertainment
(Colacello, 2014). As an avid consumer of culture from an early age, he listened to radio,
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watched cartoons, went to see movies, and collected pictures of celebrities (Colacello,
2014). All these forms of media were common forms of mental escapism. There was no
internal perception within “hot” media, as McLuhan defined it, that answered all
questions externally. During this time of life Warhol did not create, he consumed. He did
not pursue creative consciousness he diverted from it. He idolized the plastic “beauty” of
celebrity.
One summer during high school, Warhol sold peaches and pears, but spent as
much time drawing customers as making sales (Colacello, 2014). This childhood habit of
drawing the people around him fits the first, or infantile, phase of artistic development.
He did not sell the drawings but made them of his own accord. It was only after Warhol
saw the empty, external reward of forging his own path to Hollywood that he pursued
commercial art, later invasively bringing it into fine art milieu (Colacello, 2014).
Warhol regained health eventually but continued to stay home long after he was
well (Colacello, 2014). Life was so comfortable and affirming at home that he convinced
his mother that he should stay home permanently (Colacello, 2014). Staying home
nurtured an unhealthy relationship in which Warhol was coddled by his mother. The
experience of that childhood relationship influenced Warhol’s identity throughout his life
(Colacello, 2014). This life experience revealed the cumulative reaction of Warhol, who
required special treatment, special circumstances, and exceptions to rules.
When Warhol was 14, his father died (Colacello, 2014). He hid under his bed
instead of attending the funeral, which was a decision allowed and reinforced by his
mother to protect his already weak and fragile state (Colacello, 2014). The theme of
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Warhol’s mother’s conscious avoidance repeated when she urged him to not attend his
father’s funeral (Colacello, 2014). He attended no part of the service for which the rest of
his family and siblings were present (Colacello, 2014). Instead of consciously facing the
difficult emotions of grief and realities of human mortality, Warhol separated himself
completely.
This realization replicated itself throughout his life and into adulthood. In school
he was mocked and bullied, but at home with his mother he only experienced coddling,
attention, and concern. Warhol continued to pursue safe, illusory comfort that comes only
through avoidance and separation. When Warhol was sixteen, his mother was diagnosed
with colon cancer (Colacello, 2014). Although his mother survived the diagnosis,
Warhol’s revelation of death and loss was magnified further.
Warhol was increasingly self-conscious throughout his entire life (Colacello,
2014). He was pale, frail, and was mocked for his appearance at an early age (Colacello,
2014). He was called “Andy the red nosed Warhola” during childhood due to red
blotches, later identified as rosacea, on his rather large nose (Colacello, 2014). He lacked
confidence, and the flawless presentations of human physicality represented through
movies and television added insult to injury.
When Warhol approached college age, he desired to pursue an art degree at the
University of Pittsburgh. He ended up, instead, at the Carnegie Institute of Technology in
1945, where he majored in painting and design (Colacello, 2014). Make no mistake, the
fact that Warhol attended the Carnegie Institute of Technology to pursue his art career fed
of his inability to escape his fragmented, commercial inundation of technology
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(Colacello, 2014). During Warhol’s lifetime, technological media and environmental
influence were new, addictive, and exponential. Whatever happened in his life, he was
atrophied in the infant, or adolescent first and second phases of artistic development.
Warhol utilized the social ladder of the art word to establish a thriving career as a
commercial artist (Colacello, 2014) This development never moved from exhibition to
communication, or from sensational to emotionally significant (Mumford, 1972). While
there, he became the art director of an on-campus magazine, which began his foray into
commercial art (Colacello, 2014). His professors pitied him and consoled him. They
allowed him hours of indulgence spent perusing high-end fashion magazines (Colacello,
2014). This event confirmed two important facets of Warhol: his need to be special, and
for those around him to encourage, even assist, in his empty mental escape to
commercialism and entertainment in times of hardship.
He later moved to New York City where he began a career in advertising and
magazine illustration (Colacello, 2014). While working, Warhol established an
illustration style that involved a modern, easy, cheap, and quick 3-step process
(Colacello, 2014). While in New York, Warhol utilized the social ladder of the art word
to establish a thriving career as a commercial artist (Colacello, 2014).
He was known to have repeated a story of a successful job interview experience at
Harper’s Bazaar, when in fact the story never happened to Warhol (Colacello, 2014).
The story belonged to his peer Philip Pearlstein and didn’t end with the positive twist
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-- that was entirely Warhol’s embellishment (Colacello, 2014). Retelling the experiences
of others through his own name and perspective was an often-repeated character trait for
Warhol.
While working, Warhol quickly established an illustration style that involved a
modern, easy, cheap, and quick 3-step process (Colacello, 2014). The process involved
creating a pencil sketch, tracing the sketch with ink on any thin piece of paper, and
blotting that still-wet second image onto a third piece of paper (Colacello, 2014). This
process created an increasingly fading image replication as the image was pressed into
the new paper as many times as wet ink would allow (Colacello, 2014). The process
clearly displayed Warhol’s style: a facile process that, like Johannes Gutenberg’s printing
press, allowed easy access and replication.
Contemplation takes time, and Warhol’s process, though effective for
commercialized environments, left little to no room for diligent, tedious work that
allowed space for reflection and response. Works created quickly in the Warehouse
environment of social and visual distraction obstructed creative consciousness.
In the commercial art world, priorities were in the client's intention to influence
customers based on common knowledge of certain human wants that united consumers.
The work Warhol created at that time was not based on an expression of individual
creative consciousness. In fact, his individual contribution was marred by a media
environmental influence of consumer culture. He gained acceptance and notoriety that he
cherished significantly due to his negative childhood experiences of taunting and
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alienation (Colacello, 2014). The need for affirmation was prevalent throughout his life
(Colacello, 2014).
Furthermore, his preoccupation with celebrity was visible throughout his life. In
the late 1940’s a fixation with Truman Capote led to fan letters addressed to Capote
(Colacello, 2014). The stardust-filled letters revealed a childish self-interest (Colacello,
2014). The bedridden Warhol’s preoccupation with celebrity was magnified throughout
his entire life as he chased the hyperreal spectacles of Hollywood. The Capote letters
were not public at the time, which told of his personal fixation with celebrity. The private
fan mail affirmed an indulgence of personal amusement and entertainment.
Through Warhol, commercialized consumption infiltrated the art milieu after a
friend told him that there was no distinction between commercial art and fine art
(Colacello, 2014). If a falsity was loud and repeated often enough, it eventually,
subconsciously, became truth unquestioned. Warhol forced commercial images into an
existing milieu of fine art and claimed no distinction between the two. Innovative as it
seemed at the time, these media environments normalized falsehoods. Creative
consciousness and individual contribution were replaced with empty, external intake of
extravagance and escape.
Additionally, Warhol was completely absorbed with the lives, public and private,
of others (Colacello, 2014). He regularly implemented ideas for his own art based on the
suggestions of those around him. His preferred media was a tape recorder, used to record
conversations of other people. He later wrote an autobiography with transcribed audio
(Colacello, 2014). In fact, he invited a photographer to a grocery store, so he would be
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photographed signing a can of Campbell's soup (Colacello, 2014). These instances
proved Warhol’s external processing: how every idea and project was developed through
the minds of those around him. Disinterested in his own creative consciousness, Warhol
evaded individuation by utilizing the allure of mass commercial entertainment. Instead of
engaging an epiphany, he engineered escapes.
In the 1950’s, he sold his leftover advertisements for extra money (Colacello,
2014). While Warhol brainstormed additional ideas for commercial capital, his celebrity
fixations were made evident in his suggestion to sell the underwear of movie stars
(Colacello, 2014). He proposed $5 for a new pair and $50 used (Colacello, 2014). He
attended every party he was invited to but required other people to accompany him to
ease his social awkwardness (Colacello, 2014). By the late 1950’s he was a
well-known success, and in the 1960’s decided to benefit from his accomplishments by
exhibiting his art professionally (Colacello, 2014).
Though recognized largely as a successful artist, Warhol’s insecurities remained
present through adulthood. His dissatisfaction with his appearance was continually
proven in his habitual physical self-improvement (Colacello, 2014). Warhol received
collagen injections, underwent a nose job in 1956, and regularly wore wigs due to hair
loss (Colacello, 2014). Warhol continued to be dissatisfied with his appearance. His
regular use of wigs was an attempt to cover up, eliminate, and distract from a natural
physical appearance that he saw as flawed.
Stemming from his childhood bullying and general fragility, these were external
“imperfections” with cosmetic answers. For this reason, Warhol’s consciousness seemed
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largely external. Internal consciousness was diluted as external image overtook all
mindful consideration. In this way, he did not pursue individual creative consciousness,
but escaped his physical identity by diverting attention elsewhere. In the way that a good
magician misdirects attention to one thing to distract from another, Warhol directed
attention to his eccentric wig to distract from his hair loss (Colacello, 2014).
Additionally, he also directed unwanted personal attention to an ever-present
entourage of stars that detracted from his identity (Colacello, 2014). He was consumed by
his physical looks, his own unattractiveness, and covered every supposed flaw with a
diverting visual replacement. His insecurities weren’t eliminated but covered with
distractions that created a new persona of eccentric artist.
Warhol’s art studio, known as the Warehouse, was a spectacle of escapism via a
gaudy distraction of celebrity (Colacello, 2014). The who’s who of Hollywood attended
parties at the Warehouse as both his studio and eccentric persona became a spectacle of
entertainment and industrialism. While working at the Warehouse, he hired assistants to
complete his work (Colacello, 2014). Warhol required assistants for screen printing so
that he didn’t have to dirty his hands with ink or tire himself with the quick image
replications he desired (Colacello, 2014). An environment of entertainment-saturated
escape was built with the sweat of standardized industrialism. The influence of celebrity
and industrialism continued to affect his creative consciousness for the rest of his life.
He hated working alone and tried to hide his staff from the public, but when he
was found out, no one cared (Colacello, 2014). He put several steps of separation
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between him and the result, but for some reason no matter how many people were
involved in the process, the result was always an Andy Warhol (Colacello, 2014).
Ironically enough, Warhol was shot in the warehouse, the very spectacle of
escapism via a gaudy distraction of celebrity, that he created. His man-made environment
reached a tipping point when one avid fan shot Warhol out of anger. The assassin, much
like Warhol, wanted to be well-known. Warhol disliked her script and ideas, so he
refused the help of his own notoriety. He wouldn’t use his public success to further her
ideas, so although rejected by Warhol, she understood that if she shot him inside the
Warehouse, the publicity would give her career visibility. Like her victim she utilized
Warhol’s notoriety to an end, which was an exploitation of a brand, not a man.
After the surgery he was hospitalized for his gunshot wound (Colacello, 2014).
His surgery was successful, but from then on, he was forced to wear a girdle to keep his
stomach muscles in place (Colacello, 2014). The Warehouse where the shooting
transpired was another dissipation of Warhol’s consciousness. The factory was a private,
safe and comfortable place for him to attract those who wanted to be a part of the
spectacle: a “Disney World” for artists. Spectators would escape their pre-existing
environments to be part of a brighter, shinier, aimless milieu of entertainment.
Warhol developed an interest in filmmaking cultivated further his obsession with
celebrity culture (Colacello, 2014). The films were biographical accounts of
well-known celebrities in their natural environments, with no script or narrative
(Colacello, 2014). Comparable to a trip to the zoo, the films revealed famous stars in a
“natural habitat” of drugs, alcohol, sexuality, and rampant rambling. His voyeuristic
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obsession with fame and celebrity had both positive and negative ramifications
(Colacello, 2014). Through film, Warhol cultivated his obsession with celebrity culture
(Colacello, 2014). Films cannot exist without an audience to watch them. In the same
way, Warhol’s mecca of entertainment cannot exist without loyal followers who support
his external, indulgent intentions.
In a similar vein, Warhol utilized the pageantry of reverent Catholic and eastern
Christian influences to transmit his art, persona, and following (Colacello, 2014).
In his own life, though he attended a Catholic church service every Sunday, he never
attended daily mass or confession (Colacello, 2014). Warhol clearly withdrew from the
intimate, introspective facets of religion and was drawn more to the external,
mass-consumed regalia of a church service. Warhol’s media environmental influence was
apparent in the lavish levels of mass consumption newly available through the
technological progress of the early twentieth century.
In the 1970’s, Warhol became entrepreneurial and accepted commissions,
eventually publishing his personal philosophy in 1975 (Colacello, 2014). Warhol knew
that fame attracted fame. He was glad to meet a friend, Emile de Antonio, who had told
him there was no distinction between commercial art and fine art (Colacello, 2014).
Warhol utilized the addictive nature of entertainment and celebrity to gain name
recognition, even immortality. He exploited the pageantry of reverent Catholic and
eastern Christian influences in his life and work, which helped explain his mass appeal
(Colacello, 2014). Instead of religious martyrs, Warhol created artistic images of many of
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the saints of popular culture that were worshipped long after their deaths, such as Marilyn
Monroe and Elvis Presley (Colacello, 2014).
Warhol (1977) once said that when he got a television set, he stopped caring
about close relationships. New mechanical industrialism for Warhol meant technics.
Writing meant transcribing conversations, and directing films meant setting a camera on
a tripod and walking away (Colacello, 2014). Warhol was quoted for wanting to be as
famous as the Queen of England, but one can only suppose that he meant the persona of
the queen, not Elizabeth the individual (Colacello, 2014).
Warhol’s “Campbell’s Soup Cans” have been compared to Duchamp's “Nude
Descending a Staircase” in that they both solidified a place in art history. While
Duchamp’s work was individually perceptive, Warhol’s was flat, created based on the
suggestion of (another) friend. Duchamp pursued creative consciousness, while Warhol
pursued the attention and notoriety of fame. After the soup can, he began making silk
screen prints of the most recognizable faces imaginable: Marilyn Monroe, Elvis, The
Mona Lisa, and the like (Colacello, 2014).
Warhol was said to be a practicing Catholic while also identifying as a
homosexual (Colacello, 2014). He hesitated attending confession because he was sure the
priest would recognize him and gossip about his sins (Colacello, 2014). He died aged 58
after failing to recover from gallbladder surgery on December 22, 1987 (Colacello,
2014).
Marshall McLuhan and Andy Warhol lived in the same media environment and
were familiar with each other to a point of public confusion. Both men were quoted for
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saying the statement “art is what you can get away with”. Warhol could be a prominent
visual example for most media ecological investigations of art that fails to perform
“anti-environmental” functions.
Though Warhol’s influential prominence seems to permeate society in a lasting
way, Warhols Wake failed to find a third step of Mumford’s phases of artistic
development in Warhol’s interpretive biography. The third phase of full maturation
requires dedication and sacrifice to take an “anti-environmental” stance and transcend the
limitations of culture (Mumford, 1972). Warhol’s creative consciousness was atrophied
in the second phase of artistic development, starting in phase 1, fixating on phase 2, and
moving no further. Warhol was atrophied by the spectacle of media environment by
means of mass consumption.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion: Observations, Implications, Outcomes
Machines have less problems. I’d like to be a machine, wouldn’t you?
- Andy Warhol
The supreme question about a work of art is out of how deep a life does it spring.
- James Joyce
Art is no longer anything more than a kind of meta-language for banality.
- Jean Baudrillard
Observations: Epiphanies
All artists had their fair share of media environmental influence on creative
consciousness, but each responded differently. Lewis was faced with the realities of war.
Henri was forcibly estranged, with a murderer for a father. Hopper was depressed amid a
media environment of technological progress and industrialization. Duchamp
experienced war firsthand, all the while constantly questioning the expectations of his
fine art heritage. Warhol was a foreigner, the son of an immigrant, often mocked for his
appearances and frailty.
All artistic epiphanies shared common themes of alienation, fragmentation,
worthlessness, and isolation. Each insight was revealed through an individual response to
hardship. The time periods were similar, and involved events of conflict and division,
even war. Though the tragedies and humanity of life were at the forefront of creative
consciousness for Lewis, Henri, Duchamp, and Hopper, Warhol escaped his individual
humanity through the distracting spectacle of entertainment and consumerism.
A theme of traumatic experience ran rampant throughout all interpretive
biographies, but that’s not to say that trauma necessarily engenders creative
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consciousness. Traumatic experiences, when consciously acknowledged, create a space
for individual contemplation and response. Each specific life experience varied and thus
created unique internal interpretations, and expressions, of events. Abandonment was
present throughout each life, as was international travel. While four artists of
Warhols Wake traveled internationally during the development of their creative
consciousness, Andy Warhol visited Paris only after his artistry reached celebrity.
When Lewis, Henri, Duchamp and Hopper experienced epiphanies, they
welcomed the experiences, both positive and negative, into the formation of their identity
and social contribution -- their creative consciousness. Warhol experienced similar
environmental influences but diverted his attention to escape by donning the masks of
hyperreality. Celebrities were people, but shinier, easier, and friendlier because they
expressed love for fans they have never met. Warhol welcomed personal distraction in all
ways, from disguising his physical imperfections to camouflaging his personality behind
rambunctious, widely recognized, celebrity spectacles.
Lewis, Henri, Hopper and Marcel allowed their experiences to enter their creative
consciousness, while Warhol rejected his history and internal development of creative
consciousness. He traded the depth of the other artists for the simplicity of an external,
fragmented, vapid, and entertaining existence. Warhols Wake argues that creative
consciousness cannot be enacted when personal experience and vulnerability are
suppressed or denied. When individual contributions and responses are traded for
external escapism, meaningless replication pervades environment.
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Observations: Artistic Phases
All artists, barring Warhol, accomplished a successful progression through
Mumford’s three phases of artistic development. Conscious response to media
environmental influence permeated the thoughts of each artist as seen in the quotations
revealed at the beginning of every chapter. Lewis contemplated his sometimes-negative
experiences with such vigor that they led to a transcendence of ideas that carried impact
far beyond his human life. Henri appropriated the totality his experiences into the
development of an art school with an “anti-environmental” stance that influenced
generations of future artists to use their individual experiences in the same manner.
Hopper, for example, was one student taught and influenced by Henri’s ideas.
Through his experience he was led to reveal an individual point of view in his art.
Through his honest expressions of the tragedies of the human condition, Hopper’s work
is never outdated, as it continues to be referenced and discussed today. Lastly,
Duchamp’s far-reaching creative consciousness affected the sensibilities of like-minded
artists and scholars for generations. His musings encouraged an ever-important “antienvironmental” stance when investigating media environment influence.
Observations: Warhol
“The thing is to think of nothing. Nothing is exciting. Nothing is sexy. Nothing is
not embarrassing. The only time I ever want to be something is outside a party so I can
get in” -Andy Warhol
Warhol, on the other hand, was an example of overdeveloped, indulgent media
environment influence. Mumford’s third phase required vulnerability and honesty. Artists
of the third phase were willing to offer themselves with an individual sacrifice that “sets
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it off from the more decorative and pleasurable phases of art (Mumford, 1952, p.29).”
Because Warhol was constantly dissatisfied with his identity and hurt at an early age, he
was unwilling to offer himself completely. Instead, he extended the distracting opulence
of his media environment as his persona. He remained a voyeuristic exhibitionist, failing
to progress to significant and shareable communication.
Though on the surface Warhol seems to have contributed to fine art in a way that
is both lasting and important, the truth of his stunting of artistic development may have
negative implications for current art and communication media environments. Warhol is
arguably the most influential artist of the modern age, but is his influence positive or
negative? Warhols Wake utilized Denzin’s interpretive biography method and Mumford’s
phases of artistic development to illuminate media environmental influence. What can be
viewed easily from the surface is no more than the starting point of any important
investigation.
Denzin (1989) confirmed the complexities of stories when he explained how
biographies represented lives and experiences:
Lives and their experiences are represented in stories. They are like pictures that
have been painted over, and, when paint is scraped off an old picture, something
new becomes visible. What is new is what was previously covered up. A life and
the stories about it have the qualities of pentimento. Something new is always
coming into sight, displacing what was previously certain and seen. There is no
truth in the painting of a life, only multiple images and traces of what has been,
what could have been, and what now is. (Denzin, 1989, p.81)
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Denzin defined pentimento as “something painted out of a picture which later becomes
visible again (1989, p.81). If media environmental influence covered up truths found
within Warhol’s story, something new came into sight when Warhols Wake “scraped off”
the old picture that was previously certain and made something new come into sight
(Denzin, 1989, p.81).
Warhol spent years distracting from his identity to cultivate a nonexistent persona.
Conjointly, Postman claimed that media environments convey messages by controlling
how those who participate perceive those messages (Postman, 1972). Possibly, the media
environment led Warhol to believe that hyperreality was superior to actual reality, and a
false projected image was more likeable than an individual perspective. The narratives he
viewed on screen at home and in the movies never portrayed the types of trauma endured
in real life: there is no place for them when escaping to the spectacle.
The creative consciousness necessary for Mumford’s third and final phase of
artistic development requires introspection, whereas Warhol induced aversion in creative
consciousness. Without introspection, creative consciousness collapses under the
distracting weight of media environmental influence. A new environment of technology
atrophies individual personalities by instructing them to become impersonal cogs of a
larger machine that merely replicates ideas. A barrage of overdeveloped technical
advances has been hostile to the needs of the whole personality (Mumford, 1952).
Society is so inundated with changes that it proves difficult for artists to alter their
habitual, routine thinking and actions (Mumford, 1952).
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If art is a primary way for men and women to cultivate their own humanness, they
must, after a long process of maturation, do so through deep communion and unreserved
communication (Mumford, 1952).
Mumford (1952) explained these consequences in detail below:
...it is no accident perhaps that an age that has disregarded art and cast the artist
aside, having no use for him except as a vehicle of advertisement or propaganda,
it is no accident that this age has also descended close to the level of barbarism in
other departments. Nor is it strange that the artist has been driven, almost in selfdefense, to cultivate his inhumanity (italics his), or to ally himself with that part of
life...which has come to serve as a sterile substitute for the more vital process and
relations. (Mumford, 1952, p.31)
Warhol willingly succumbed to propaganda, but not as a mindful “anti-environmental”
stance of the age of distraction and external replication. Instead, he indulged as a
self-serving consumer escaping his own individuality and fully befallen to mindless
diversion.
A good reason to be famous, though, is so you can read all the big magazines and
know everybody in all the stories. Page after page it’s just all people you’ve met.
I love that kind of reading experience and that’s the best reason to be famous.
(Warhol, 1977)
Mumford claimed that art stands for the inner and subjective side of man (1952, p.31).
All structures are efforts to invent a vocabulary and a language by which man can
externalize his inner states...give a concrete and public form to his emotions, feelings, and
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intuitions of the meanings and values of life (Mumford, 1972). Warhol’s self-proclaimed
identity clashes with the ideas of art that Mumford, along with prominent media
ecologists, describe.
In Warhol’s own words, he was “deeply superficial”, and thought that everybody
should think alike; everybody should be machines (1977). He added that it’s not what
you are that counts, rather it’s what they think you are (Warhol, 1977). His point of view
was hugely contradictory to artistic development- antithetical in every way. He portrayed
exactly his media environment which ultimately became his persona and public identity.
Warhol’s artistic development fell short of the self-responsive creative consciousness of
Lewis, Henri, Hopper and Duchamp.
Could it be possible that the idealized persona of Warhol usurped the potentiality
of his creative consciousness? In the current media environment of fragmented
information, hand-picked ideas lead to consumer choice of the truth that fits a
predetermined opinion. Ideas are repeated with no new or individual contribution.
Warhols Wake revealed that Warhol departed from the “anti-environmental” path that
media ecologists have celebrated in other artists.
Outcomes
“People are always calling me a mirror and if a mirror looks into a mirror, what
is there to see?” -Andy Warhol, 1977
At first glance it could be said that Warhol was reflecting society as a cautionary
warning to society, but after an interpretive biographical analysis, it is revealed that
Warhol was the chief of all consumers. He was master of diverted attention, and his work
was a grandiose effort to distract and escape from his own consciousness. The trivial
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existence in a technological civilization that Ellul (1964) cautioned against was
championed in Warhol’s execution as a commercial artist. Marcel stated that popular
press, by nature, has a bias against reflection (2008). Consumption of impersonal
entertainment needs no reflection; indeed, such surrender to consumerism occludes
creative consciousness.
The influence of media environment on creative consciousness in Warhol’s life
was during a time of significant technological impact. Lewis, Henri, Hopper and
Duchamp endured similar technological advances, but the alluring distractions of
entertainment and consumption were most prevalent in Warhol’s lifetime. The preceding
four artists had less opportunities for media consumption, while the current media
environment whose advent Warhol has lived through, has exponentially more. Warhol
may thus be said to lie “in wake” as among hyper-reality environment’s most celebrated
victims.
Implications: Doctrine of Awareness
Warhols Wake introduces an awareness of the growing difficulties of pursuing
creative consciousness in a media environment inundated and prioritized by
entertainment. Consumption normalizes external indulgence while reflection and
consciousness become increasingly thwarted. That said, art and communication education
need to breach the distracting influence of external media environment.
To resist the funereal wake of artistic sensibility occasioned by saturated media
environments, this thesis christens three principles for reviving creative consciousness. I
propose wakefulness as a fundamental ingredient in arousing consciousness. I offer three
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principles of wakefulness, called here “The Three P’s of Wakeful Response”. The key
principles are to perceive, probe, and present. Lewis Mumford (1952) explained the crisis
below:
The great mass of comfortable well-fed people in our civilization live lives
of emotional apathy and mental torpor, of dull passivity and enfeebled
desire -- lives that belie the real potentialities of modern culture. Art
degraded, imagination denied... (p.13)
Mumford (1952) observed that western man has turned its back on the very core and
center of his own life, the human person.
Western man “has not merely lost confidence in himself, he has made his proper
life insignificant” (Mumford, 1952, p.12). He proposed that “every institution must seek
its own renovation and renewal (Mumford, 1952, p.12)” Accordingly, the Doctrine of
Awareness calls forth current students and teachers to work together toward a knowledge
and understanding of the effects of media environment on creative consciousness.
The first “P” of Wakeful Response is to perceive. Facilitate an environment that
investigates external fields of study such as literature and philosophy. Allow the
perceptions of other “anti-environmental” scholars to teach the same approach to students
today. As seen in the interpretive biographies of Henri and Hopper, the creative
consciousness of these men was influenced heavily by the writings of Emerson,
Whitman, and Thoreau. Such writings aroused environmental awareness and led to a
honing of creative consciousness.
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Their self-reflection and ensuing careers agreed with Mumford’s claim that the
highest degree of individuation produces the widest range of universality (Mumford,
1952). An “anti-environmental” stance toward society arises as a fruit of introspection
and quiet contemplation. Once more perceptive, the trajectory toward creative
consciousness becomes clearer as media environment attachment and need diminish.
The second “P” of Wakeful Response is to probe. Through Warhols Wake,
research revealed that the most influential and important artist perceptions were
developed through their personal awareness and response. Postman offers a clear
distinction between George Orwell’s book 1984 (1949), and Aldous Huxley’s Brave New
World (1932). To elucidate the influence of an environment of distraction on society, his
thoughts are expressed below:
What Orwell feared were those who would ban books. What Huxley feared was
that there would be no reason to ban a book, for there would be no one who
wanted to read one. Orwell feared those who would deprive us of information.
Huxley feared those who would give us so much that we would be reduced to
passivity and egoism. Orwell feared that the truth would be concealed from us.
Huxley feared the truth would be drowned in a sea of irrelevance. Orwell feared
we would become a captive culture. Huxley feared we would become a trivial
culture, preoccupied with some equivalent of the feelies, the orgy porgy, and the
centrifugal bumblepuppy. As Huxley remarked in Brave New World Revisited,
the civil libertarians and rationalists who are ever on the alert to oppose tyranny
"failed to take into account man's almost infinite appetite for distractions (italics
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his)." In 1984, Orwell added, people are controlled by inflicting pain. In Brave
New World, they are controlled by inflicting pleasure. In short, Orwell feared that
what we fear will ruin us. Huxley feared that what we desire will ruin us.
(Postman, p. xix-xx, 2007)

Postman cautioned against the dangers of distraction within a media environment
of entertainment. Warhol had an appetite for distraction and a desire for voyeuristic
pleasure. His unwillingness to nourish his own individuality led to an influential lifetime
of replicating his environment of replicated consumption. The cultivation of creative
consciousness results from probing the implications of overindulging in entertainment to
the effect that it replaces individual identity. Distractions, when discovered and probed,
provide space for individuals to make intentional decisions about media environment
influence in their lives.
The final “P” Wakeful Response is to present. After probing and perceiving, the
next obvious step is to enact an “anti-environmental” stance for influential outcomes.
Mumford observed that art is a “manifestation of significant impulses and values that can
come forth in no other way...revealing something even more essential about the nature of
[the artists] own experience and culture (1952, p.20). To present is to introduce new ideas
developed through probing and perception. Presenting is instrumental in demonstrating
new ideas in tangible ways. All art is fundamentally expression; therefore, this kind of
demonstration is both self- knowledge and
self-realization--fundamental to man’s own sense of self (Mumford, 1952, p.20).
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Four of the five artists in Warhols Wake presented the results on their perceptive
probing of their environments. Lewis created fine art and authored books with an
“anti-environmental” stance. Correspondingly, Henri challenged his environment and
innovated his milieu by creating a new school for artists that taught future generations to
take an individualized “anti-environmental” stance when creating personal artwork.
Hopper, a student of Henry, conceived personal interpretations of his experiences through
painting. His particularly perceptive works continue to impact profoundly the art world.
Furthermore, Duchamp utilized his probing and perceptions and established a definitively
new style of art. These artists exemplify fully-realized creative consciousness. Their
examples validate the purpose and intention of a Weltanschauung.
Limitations of Warhols Wake include a predetermined bias against the deleterious
effects of media inundation, yet the bias is widely shared among many media ecologists.
Also, the study of consciousness by its nature is inexhaustible. However, Warhols Wake
has shown the fruitfulness of undertaking any such study. Warhols Wake suggests further
research of the influence of media environment on consciousness. Additionally, if the
suggestions within Warhols Wake are implemented, the results should be reported and
analyzed, including further suggestions.
Lastly, McLuhan offered one final plea for consideration of the importance of
Warhols Wake:
As the unity of the modern world becomes increasingly a technological
rather than a social affair, the techniques of the arts provide the most
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valuable means of insight into the real direction of our own collective
purposes. (McLuhan, 1967)

The goal of Warhols Wake was stated at the beginning of the study, repeated throughout
the investigation in various ways, and remained to the end: identify, define, and analyze
media environmental influence on creative consciousness. Research revealed that media
environments influence creative consciousness in profound, largely negative, ways.
Warhol surrendered to media environmental influence, as an exploration of his
life and work revealed. This study termed such artist surrender Warhols Wake and
elucidated its features. However, when examining, through an interpretive biographic
method, the life and work of 4 other artists who responded to media environment
influence differently, we gained insight into how creative consciousness can gainfully
resist Warhols Wake, in a move that Marshall McLuhan terms "anti-environmental."
With an “anti-environmental” frame of reference, one learns that identity and life
experiences matter, and are used to progress into the most mature and impactful phases of
artistic development.
Media environment can stall such development at earlier, self-indulgent phases of
artistic development. Immature phases of social consumption impede further
development of creative consciousness. After gaining insight through research that
provided potential solutions for resisting Warhols Wake, one question remains:
“Will ye [resist], ay or nay?”
- James Joyce, Finnegans Wake
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